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ABSTRACT
JOHNATHAN MICHEAL BUTTON. The Academic Success of Lottery Scholarship
Recipients Relative to lnitial Eligibility, Housing Status, Employment, Gender, and
Academic Year (under the direction of DR. JOHN MCCONNELL III).
The Tennessee Education Lottery Scholarship provides financial assistance to
numerous Tennessee high school graduates completing postsecondary education. Yet, the
program has not been known for increasing student success. High school and college
academic achievements were studied among students at Austin Peay State University to
detennine if statistically significant differences existed between the two. Additionally,
this same group was studied in order to detennine which segment of students could be
considered the most at risk of losing scholarship eligibility. This information may
eventually be utilized to target an at-risk population with a proactive retention program.
Rather than merely react to students losing eligibility, this study endeavored to identify
who was losing eligibility in order to develop proactive methods for not only
continuously enrolling students but also helping them retain scholarship eligibility.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem

Various states have utilized state lotteries to fund higher education scholarship
initiatives for several years. Examples of states doing so include Georgia and Tennessee.
The Tennessee Education Lottery Scholarship (TELS) program was initiated in 2004
(Menifield, 2012). The initial need to pass the legislation required to implement and fund
the program stemmed from the fundamental issue of a state population with a low
average college enrollment rate (Menifield, 2012).
Although the TELS is an excellent initiative and provides funding for numerous
Tennessee residents to attend college, dismal retention figures are associated with the
program (Menifield, 2012). Therefore, the scholarship is not bolstering retention or
graduation rates. Although data have been collected on a state level to identify groups of
students who are performing at a lower level, colleges and universities have not
concentrated as much on the issue.
Prior to 2010, the Tennessee Higher Education Commission (THEC) began
reviewing the state's funding methodology used to compensate state colleges and
universities (2010). For a considerable time, "funding to higher education institutions in
Tennessee and across the nation was distributed based primarily on enrollments" (THEC,
20 IO). Therefore, school administrators were content with increasing the number of
registered students each year in order to secure additional finances. Programs focused on
attracting potential students to campuses were popular, and freshmen welcome events
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ere major occasions at the beginning of academic years. Yet, this concerned leaders,

becau e it predominantly placed emphasis on attracting potential students rather than the
successful graduation of current and prospective undergraduates (THEC, 2010).
To improve the funding model, an enrollment-plus formula was developed to
incentivize student success (THEC, 20 l 0). Student success would assumedly culminate
in completion of a degree, but the enrollment-plus formula rewarded institutions that met
"goals includ[ing] higher education and job placement rates, student satisfaction levels,
and other variables" (THEC, 2010). Institutions were not as concerned about the progress
students made throughout their college career, and several students were left to simply
fend for themselves without available student success programs and campus wide
attention towards retention. A culture was created where college funds were primarily
funneled to recruitment initiatives rather than plans to retain both excellent and at-risk
students.
Without these vital programs, students experienced scenarios where completing
graduation requirements required additional time. In an atmosphere where schools are
expected to grow and accomplish more with less state assistance, guaranteeing an
expeditious yet educationally stimulating plan for graduation can benefit colleges and
universities (Feldman, 2008). In fact, ' one of the most efficient, cost-effective means to
accommodate growth is to lessen time-to-degree [ ... , because] if students move through
their academic programs efficiently, they graduate and make room for new students
(Feldman, 2008, p. 21). Prolonging graduation can also have deleterious monetary
repercussions.
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Added expen e and unnecessary accrual of loans elucidated "economi c realitie
that signal[ed] the need for better performance on measures of institutional productivity
and student success" (McKeown-Moak & Mullin, 20 L4, p. 224). These issues were
significant enough to force state leaders to review other options. Politicians were no
longer primarily concerned about increases in enrollment. The principal goal of leaders
shifted to retaining students and ensuring their graduation. The funding methodology for
state institutions of higher learning began emphasizing outcomes based measures and
rewarding institutions increasing efficiency. In contrast to the prior formula, "[t]he
outcomes based model no longer include[ d] student enrollment data (THEC, 20 l 0). The
model created "outcomes for universities includ[ing] progression (at 24, 48 and 72
hours), bachelors', associates', masters', and doctoral degrees, research and service,
student transfer, degrees per 100 full-time enrolled student and graduation rate" (THEC,
2010). Interestingly, this formula was not simply based on graduation rates but also on
opportunities for participation in activities linked to student achievement.
The legislature's intention was not to create a climate where schools worked
industriously to meet certain retention rates in order to merely accrue additional finances.
In fact, an outcomes based model was selected, in part, because it "[ did] not have annual
targets or benchmarks. Therefore, it [did] not punish institutions for failure to achieve a
predetermined goal" (THEC, 2010). Schools were expected to increase graduation rates
utilizing available resources. These approaches were considered to coincide with
performance based funding which had the "ultimate goal ... [of creating] stronger
incentives for institutions to adopt efficiency, effectiveness, and productivity
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enhancements that al low[ed] them to graduate increasing numbers of student with
avail abl e revenue" (McKeown-Moak & Mullin , 2014, p.224-225) .
Perfonnance-based funding and an outcomes based model may be considered
catalysts for schools to make inequitable decisions related to student admission,
exaggerate course grades, and aggressively compete with other institutions (Fain, 2014).
In a scenario where an executive understands his or her organization ' s finances depend
upon employee performance, the temptation to hire applicants deemed "safe" is greater;
the leader will be less likely to take a chance and hire someone with a modest graduation
record and nonexistent work history even if the individual meets employment
requirements. Similarly, colleges and universities funded according to performance or
outcomes may encounter the same temptation.
Higher education institutions could attempt to enroll high-achieving high school
graduates who are viewed as being at low-risk of performing below standards. Yet, less
advantaged students who may not be as prepared to enroll at a university or college
should also be considered when creating admission policies. Rather than encouraging
discriminatory policies, "performance-based funding systems are becoming more
equitab le" (McKeown-Moak & Mullin, 2014, p. 225). Some states are offering monetary
compensation to schools that care for at-risk populations, and "this encourages public
colleges to not only maintain admission standards that promote student access but also to
utilize intensive retention strategies that increase the likelihood of student success"
(McKeown-Moak & Mullin, 2014, p. 225). The TELS can serve as a tool for retaining
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tudent . However, to be effecti ve, leaders mu t concentrate on developin g meth od
leading to a hi gher probability of recipients maintaining eli gibility requirement .
Fortunately, detailed institutional records related to scholarship retention are
retained. Therefore, this problem can be studied in order to identify principle is ues
contributing to loss of the scholarship and possible resolutions to produce a more
successful program . The information can be accessed via the institutional Banner system
with appropriate approval from the Institutional Review Board and the university
Registrar. While information is available from the Tennessee Student Assistance
Corporation (TSAC) as well as the THEC, school specific info1mation, obtained from
Austin Peay State University (APSU), can yield comprehensive information to help
institutional administrators develop customized support programs.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to determine if there are differences between
cumulative grade point averages (GP As) of Lottery scholarship recipients, based upon the
determinants of initial scholarship eligibility. If differences exist, the study will seek to
identify the group or groups with differences and help determine if developing a
mentorship program for an at-risk population of Lottery scholarship recipients would be
beneficial. While there may be problems that do not require extensive research to
remedy, this issue warrants study. If a widely utilized scholarship program only achieves
a 50% or less success rate, an issue almost certainly exists. The problem may not stem
from restrictive program regulations or insufficient award amounts. For instance, the
TELS promulgated rules require students to maintain various GPA standards at 24
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att mpted credit hour benchmarks as well as continuous enrollm ent during the fa ll and
pring semesters. Attempted credit hours benchmarks are benchmark interval s of 24
attempted college credit hours used to determine continuing TELS eligibility.
Some critics may attribute low retention rates to these regulations and campaign
for less restrictive laws to be enacted. However, without researching the issue, these
individuals are merely considering regulations as a barrier to student success and not
working to ascertain additional underlying issues that may be negatively impacting
students. Therefore, it is important to study data related to the scholarship in order to
understand why the issue is occurring. The results of the study could potentially increase
the scholarship retention rate for a significant number of individuals. The graduation rate
of students may also increase, because they are likely to be more capable of enrolling and
paying their tuition and fees in full.
The cost of attending college has recently become a more prevalent topic among
parents, students, and higher education employees when discussing the likelihood of
being admitted to and enrolling in courses at a university or college. Several examples of
stories related to college savings plans, student loan debt, and increases in tuition and fees
can be reviewed in newspapers, television or online. Students and parents are even
questioning if the value of a college education outweighs enrollment costs. Within this
type of climate, helping individuals maintain scholarship eligibility is imperative.
As previously stated, the TELS is a program focused on increasing initial
enrollment at institutions of higher education. The increase in enrollment is purportedly
achieved by alleviating financial barriers for students from a wide variety of
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circum stances. Thi concept appears to have the potenti al to create beneficial re ults.
However, that has not been the case (Menifield, 2012). Although many students are able
to attend th eir freshmen year of college debt free, numerous college students fail to
maintain eligibility requirements after their initial spring semester. These individuals are
then faced with making a difficult decision ; should they continue enrolling in courses and
seek out alternative methods for paying tuition and fees , such as student loans, or should
they obtain employment and withdraw from school?
Since this study aims to identify the group or groups of Lottery scholarship
recipients enrolled at APSU who are most likely to become ineligible for the scholarship,
the results can be utilized by administrators to develop advantageous retention programs
for those individuals. Otherwise, students may lose scholarship eligibility. The concern
with this scenario lies in the semesters when students are expected to continue attending
courses without the benefit of scholarship subsidy. Numerous students must choose to
apply for Federal loans or rely on the generosity of family members or friends to continue
pursuing their degrees during this period. This scenario can leave people feeling
powerless and in a position where they elect to withdraw from an institution. Though
discouraging, withdrawing from school is a particularly alluring choice for students from
families experiencing financial difficulties. Though "college students in their late teens
and twenties [become more] semiautonomous from their families as they take on the
responsibilities of independent living . . .. [some] may be compelled to contribute to the
economic well-being of their families" (Terriquez & Gurantz, 2014). Students

confr ntin g th e e chall enge may be more likely to not enroll in cour e when required to
pay hi gh rout-of-pocket expense to attend.
Generating funds earmarked towards promoting retention can help reduce the
likelihood of a student withdrawing from school. This objective should not be
marginalized. Some administrators may be opposed to rewarding students who were
unable to maintain minimum qualifications. Yet, the reasons for these missteps are not
always known. For example, students might have experienced deaths of immediate
family members or contracted illnesses that significantly affected their ability to perform
well in courses. Given the chance, these individuals could earn superior grades during a
future semester. However, they may lack the opportunity with the absence of financial
options.
APSU officials implemented a program five years ago, known as the Regaining
Hope Scholarship. This program was designed to assist sophomores and juniors who
failed to maintain Lottery scholarship GPA eligibility. The assistance was provided in the
form of a scholarship as well as mentoring. Although this initiative did prove beneficial
for increasing student retention, it was a reactive method implemented with the goal of
assisting students who failed. In order to become more successful, institutions must not
merely react to issues, they should also develop proactive solutions aimed at eliminating
potential obstacles before they arise.

Significance of the Study
Charles Menifield (2012) studied information pertaining to initial enrollment of
Lottery scholarship recipients and retention of the scholarship. Menifield (2012) found
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that the program did increase access to higher education but fa iled to increase retenti on
and graduation rates. This study builds on Menifi eld 's research by identify ing groups of
at-ri k students at APSU. Although data pertaining to the scholarship are collected and
reviewed on a state level, an institution can benefit from understanding not only
genera lized data based on a state population, but the actual barriers affecting enrolled
students at the respective institution. The results of the study can help ensure the success
of any developed retention programs. If retention programs were developed at the
university and based on the state's results, the institution may fail to target the most
vulnerable populations.
Research Questions

1. Are there statistically significant differences between the cumulative college
GP As of Lottery scholarship recipients, based upon the categories of initial
scholarship eligibility relative to gender, employment status, housing status, and
academic year, and are there statistically significant interactions among the
variables?
2. Are there statistically significant differences between the final cumulative high
school GP As and ACT scores of Lottery scholarship recipients, based upon
variables identified to have statistically significant connections?
Research Hypotheses
I. The 24 attempted credit hours TELS GP As of Lottery scholarship recipients is

significantly different based upon the categories of initial scholarship eligibility
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relati ve to gender, employm ent status, hou in g statu , and academic yea r and
ignificant interaction s ex ist among the variables.
2. Th e final hi gh school GPA and ACT scores of Lottery scholarship recipients i
significantly different based upon variables identified to have statistically
significant connections.
Limitations

There were specific limitations related to this study. For instance, the employment
category of the study was based upon Free Application for Federal Student Aid data.
These records are typically manually entered by students or parents or downloaded
directly from the Internal Revenue Service and was assumed to be accurate in order to
determine students ' employment statuses. The researcher assumed academic and nonacademic information provided by the Office of the Registrar was accurate.
Assumptions

Researchers who review TELS data will likely notice academic achievement is
not comparable between various groups of students. For instance, students from lowincome families may earn lower average grades than students whose parents net higher
incomes. This information has already been established by the Higher Education
Working Group of the Lottery Stabilization Task Force (2011). Personal experiences also
indicate students who are eligible for General Assembly Merit Scholarship (GAMS), the
Aspire Award, or only Tennessee Hope Scholarship funds are unlikely to earn similar
grades. Therefore, it is predicted that statistically significant differences in final high
school GPA and ACT scores will be observed among TELS awardees.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
The importance of researching the effects of the Tennessee HOPE Scholarship on
college access and retention has been confirmed by previous research. Understanding
how successful students are at retaining the scholarship based upon current practices is
important, because the data can help researchers ascertain methods for promoting
enhanced program effectiveness. Merely recognizing a need for improvement exists is
not sufficient. Leaders should strive to meet that need. To do so, these individuals must
first comprehend what types of students are losing awards and variations among the
groups.
Success in college does not commence the first day of classes nor is it based
solely upon experiences in collegiate settings; students are primed to anticipate the
challenges of higher education courses during high school. Therefore, academic success
in high school should be a variable researched to better recognize the relationships
between academic success, external motivations, and scholarship retention.
Statistics related to this topic are available from the THEC. However, the
presented conclusions are based upon data received from institutions across the state.
This study endeavors to review several variables in order to identify at-risk populations
of students enrolling at APSU . Creating an environment promoting student success is not
dependent upon merely identifying students who need assistance.
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Identification of Variables

For the first part of the study, TELS GPA at the 24 attempted credit hour
benchmark was selected as the dependent variable. Independent variables included initial
TELS eligibility determinants, gender, employment status, academic year, and choice of
campus residency or residing off campus. They were chosen because all of the variables
can potentially impact a student's TELS GPA, and the focus of this portion of the study
was to determine which group of Lottery Scholarship recipients were at the highest risk
of not maintaining continuing scholarship eligibility requirements.
The variables are also related to one another. If a student works while attending
courses, they may be less capable of focusing on school work and not earn grades
comparable to their peers who are not required to work while enrolled in college. Data
provided by the THEC (2009) have also revealed variances in academic achievement
according to students' genders and socio-economic backgrounds. Whether students live
on campus or commute to classes can also have a significant impact on their success.
Students who reside in a dormitory may be more likely to engage in campus activities
and fee l involved. Conversely, commuters may not feel as connected to the institution
and lack encouragement to regularly attend courses and maintain good grades . A study
based on the Georgia HOPE Scholarship, conducted by Cornwell, Lee, and Mustard
(2005), found that course withdrawals increased among freshmen scholarship recipients
living on campus. Due to the results of this study, housing was selected as a variable to
consider.

For the econd portion of the study, statisti call y significant factor identi fied
durin g the first test were included as independent variables. The variabl es included initi al
TELS eli gibility categories and employment status. These groupings include Tennessee
HOP E Scholarship, Lottery Aspire Award, and GAMS eligibility. Use of these
determinants ensures the researcher is including some of the aforementioned variables,
because the eligibility types can help categorize students according to prior academic
achievement and/or financial background. For example, the supplemental Aspire Award
requires household income to remain at or below $36,000 annually. Therefore, a student
eligible for only the Tennessee HOPE Scholarship or GAMS would not have a household
income level at or below $36,000. The GAMS is awarded to students who have earned a
minimum final high school GPA of 3.75 and a minimum cumulative American College
Test (ACT) score of 29. Therefore, this group of individuals has a higher level of
academic achievement. However, due to TELS policies requiring institutions to award a
student the Aspire Award even if eligible for a GAMS, academic achievement and
household income qualifications cannot always be assumed based upon eligibility type.
This section of the study reviewed final high school GPA and ACT scores to
determine if there were statistically significant differences between the variables in
relation to the statistically significant categories observed during the first section of the
study. Therefore, final high school GPA and ACT scores were considered dependent
variabl es. These variables have been included in a number of studies related to the TELS.
Not only do they provide a researcher with helpful information to determine which group
or gro ups of students are at the highest risk of losing scholarship eligibility, they can also
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help determine if tudents with statistically significant differences in coll ege achievement
were cl assified at the same level s of academic achievement prior to enrollment in college.
Menifi eld (2012) used these same variables to discuss the success of the TELS in
Tennessee and identify groups of students who could have benefited from some type of
assistance.
Impact of Financial Aid on Higher Education

A high percentage of enrolled college students utilize some type of financial aid
to pay their tuition and fees. Therefore, financial aid has a significant impact on many
students' decisions whether or not to attend college, which institution to attend, and if
they should continue enrolling to earn their degrees. To recognize the importance of
financial aid and its relationship to higher education, review of legislative policy
decisions and the history of various programs is imperative.
Brian Fitzgerald (2004) described legislative policies and their impact on college
prospects in a study related to "missed opportunities" (p. 40). It is important to note that
nearly 40 years ago, federal and state governments initiated a bold experiment: to
create a system of higher education that would enable the Baby Boom generation
to enroll in college in historic numbers. Student aid programs-especially
grants- performed an essential catalytic role in this experiment, providing
unprecedented opportunity for low- and moderate-income families by lowering
financial barriers and ensuring that any qualified student would have access to
higher education regardless of family economic circumstances. (Fitzgerald, 2004,
p. 10)

The anou program creat d provided billion of dollar to tudent who were
con idered in need of financial assistance (Fitzgerald, 2004). It comes a no urpri e that
"millions of students who could not otherwise have afforded college were ab le to enro ll
and attain degrees" (Fitzgerald, 2004, p. 11 ). These program s were concentrated on
increasing college enrollment to provide a satisfactory population of qualified workers to
fill emp loyment opportunities (Fitzgerald, 2004). The availability of aid helped
individuals enroll and graduate and "propelled unparalleled economic growth in the late
th

20 century" (Fitzgerald, 2004, p. 11). Based on this evidence, the experiment initially
accomplished the intentions of legislators.
The initiative may have created preliminary benefits. However, several more
recently enacted policies have created additional barriers to college access and student
success (Fitzgerald, 2004). For the purposes of this study, state aid policies will be
reviewed. When people join forces to accomplish a common goal, they are usually more
capable of obtaining their objectives. Relative to higher education, "a common
commitment to opportunity over[ ... a period of] four decades resulted in significant state
investments in higher education to increase institutional capacity and keep tuition prices
low" (Fitzgerald, 2004, p. 12). Essentially, the federal government and various state
governments worked together to ensure tuition and fees were affordable for students who
desired to earn postsecondary degrees. However, Fitzgerald (2004) found that officials
eventually began "underfunding need-based grant aid" (p. 12), and the burden of paying
for college steadi ly increased for students. The financial crisis of the late 20 l Os
exasperated the issue because some states could no longer afford to fully fund all state
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cho lar hip or grant programs. Ln addition, tate fundin g for coll ege and univer ity
operation a l o declined.

TELS Program
The TELS is a state program designed to alleviate ba1Tiers to college access . Its
funding was not significantly impacted during the recession, partly because it was linked
to state lottery proceeds rather than tax revenues. Still, although the program has helped
alleviate barriers to enrollment, it may not be promoting graduation . According to a
legislative report prepared by the Higher Education Working Group of the Lottery
Stabilization Task Force (2011), "TELS is not designed with incentives for retention
although the possibility of losing the scholarship may motivate students to work harder"
(Are TELS policies aligned, para. 1). A possible alternative to current TELS funding
would be "awarding TELS retroactively" (Higher Education Working Group of the
Lottery Stabilization Task Force, 2011 , Policy Alternatives, para. 1). The report indicated
"this would be a significant cost-saving measure, as 41 % of first time freshmen ...
(during 2010-201 l] finished their first fall term with less than a 2.75 GPA" (Higher
Education Working Group of the Lottery Stabilization Task Force, 2011, Policy
Alternatives, para. 2). However, "higher education officials expressed concern that
making TELS a retroactive award would disproportionately hann low-income students
and impact their college-going behavior" (Higher Education Working Group of the
Lottery Stabilization Task Force, 2011 , Policy Alternatives, para. 2). This is a valid
argument, because many low-income students might find paying tuition and fees without
a $1 ,750 to $2,750 scholarship difficult.
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To remedy thi s i sue, the group determined the cost "could be offse t by
in stitutional bridge loan s or deferm ents" (Hi gher Education Working Group of the
Lottery Stabili zation Task Force, 2011 , Policy Alternatives, para. 2). This action would
require in stitutions to defer student payments until the end of a semester. The first issue
with this alternative is how students who did not achieve eligibility requirements for the
scholarship would then afford to pay their deferred tuition and fees . If they were unable
to pay, the school would be left without payment. A lthough this plan is innovative, it
does not promote creating assistive programs to help students earn better grades. Yet, if it
were implemented, school s might be forced to create such programs.
The THEC (2012) researched various state lottery programs to determine how the
TELS compared to them. The study found that Tennessee's program required less
restrictive eligibi lity standards than several others (THEC, 2012). In addition,
"Tennessee, Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina had multiple lottery scholarship
programs, reflecting their efforts to serve students with differing academic abilities and
financial needs" (THEC, 2012, p. 21 ). The report also found that "among the eight lottery
programs [reviewed], only Tennessee ' s ASPIRE and ACCESS programs include[d]
demonstrated financial need as one of the el igibi Iity criteria" (THEC, 2012 , p. 21 ). Even
though these programs require a specific level of financial need for qualification, the
students must also earn a minimum ACT score or final high school GPA to be
determined eligible. According to THEC (2012), "research has shown that using
traditional measures, such as high school GPA and standardized test scores, resu lts in
students who were likely to attend college even without the public assistance receiving a
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disproportionate number of awards" (p. 21 ). Based upon this information, it comes as no
surprise that " programs focused on students with demonstrated financial need typically
have smaller enrollments than the base programs" (THEC, 2012, p. 21). This infom1ation
is important to keep in mind when determining which group or groups of eligible
scholarship students to include in focused retention programs.
According to a THEC report (2009), 84% of first-time freshmen recipients were
White, and only 16% of the recipient belonged to a minority. These data show the
population of students receiving the Tennesse HOPE Scholar hip are o erwhelmingly
White. Fifty-four percent of the fir t-tim fr
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The di mi al of staff or fac ulty can ha ve several negative impact on college and
uni er itie • Employee

on an individual level, are only capable of completing a spec ifi c

amount of ta ks or responsibilities. There are scenarios where offices need a minimum
number of employees to merely comply with federal regulations. The Office of Student
Financial Aid and Veterans Affairs is an example of such a department. This office must
adhere to not only federal policies but also state and institutional rules. Occasionally,
regulations are not only excessive in quantity but also extraordinarily challenging to
administer.

If only the minimum number of employees, vital to remaining in compliance with
federal , state, and institutional policies and procedures, are hired or retained, how are
students being counseled? If these individuals are not properly advised about eligibility
regulations, they are not receiving adequate customer service and are more likely not to
adhere to those policies. For example, one terminating event for the Tennessee HOPE
Scholarship is a change from full-time to part-time enrollment. Per chance, students may
review this policy on the TSAC website. However, this is unlikely. College or university
staff members have a duty to ensure students are aware of this type of information. If an
institution fails to communicate a requirement to remain enrolled full-time after the
institution's census date, a number of scholarship recipients may, unknowingly, have
their eligibility terminated due to an enrollment change and not failure to meet a GPA
standard.

Financial impact to low-income students. Scholarship retention affects the
probability of students maintaining continuous enrollment, because scholarship funding
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ould be the diffe rence between affordin g coll ege and not being able to attend . Im agin e a
cenari o where low-income tudent have been admitted to a university and use Federal
Pe ll Grants and Tennessee HOPE Scholarships to pay mandatory tuition and fees as well
as purchase necessary books and supplies. They do so for two academic years but then
fail to meet minimum TELS GPA requirements . Their unsatisfactory progress requires
staff members to cancel future scholarship eligibility until the students are able to
increase their GPAs to a minimum requirement at future benchmarks. The students then
find themselves in positions where they are not merely unable to pay tuition and fees but
are also not able to purchase materials essential to successful outcomes in courses. For
high-income households, this scenario may not be considered a weighty issue. Yet, " most
low-income families are extremely sensitive to the price of college because they can help
meet only a small portion of the expenses and are very dependent on grant [or
scholarship] aid" (Fitzgerald, 2004, p. 12).
At this juncture, enrollees and parents may consider applying for student loans.
Although federal student loans are, typically, readily accessible funds intended to help
pay mandatory tuition and fees and other higher education expenses, use of these monies
should be limited. Unfortunately, when students do not qualify for sufficient gift aid to
cover expenses, "long hours of work and heavy borrowing become essential components
of many low-income students' financing strategies" (Fitzgerald, 2004, p. 13). Fitzgerald's
(2004) research indicated that "sixty-five percent of all low-income college students
work[ ed] 24 hours a week, on average, while enrolled" (p. 13) in college courses.
However, "many of [the students at four-year public colleges] work more: nearly a third
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\: ork m re than 35 hour a week" (F itzgerald, 2004, p. l3). For the purpo

of thi

tudy

the focu wi ll be on the additional tre s these students experience. The increa ed
probability of a student not graduating and the potential for thi s scenario to reduce future
gift aid will be emphasized.
It is imperative to understand that "excessive work reduces persistence and degree
completion from 79% for low-income students working relatively few hours to only 47%
for students working more than 35 hours per week" (Fitzgerald, 2004, p. 13). If these
students were able to retain the Tennessee HOPE Scholarship and some other type of gift
aid, they would be less likely to work excessively. Yet, when the Tennessee HOPE
Scholarship is lost and students decide to work more hours or apply for federal education
loans, research demonstrates those same individuals have a lower chance of graduating
(Fitzgerald, 2004).
These issues make scholarship retention an even more important topic to study.
Scholarship funds are superior monetary options for degree attainment, because students
are not responsible for repaying the awards, with interest, at a future point. Loans may
impede individuals' successes after college due to the burden of repayment. Academic
achievement may also be in jeopardy if students contemplate the reality of repaying their
loans and consider a college education less advantageous than withdrawing and not
procuring additional debt. These factors are related to the concept of student persistence.
Ness and Tucker (2008) researched the impact the Tennessee HOPE Scholarship
had on students' deci sions whether or not to enroll in college. The researchers indicated
"students' socioeconomic status (SES) and race or ethnicity [were] the most common
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ob tacl e to coll ege acce " (Ness & Tucker, 2008, p. 570). The current tudy eeks to
identi fy at-ri sk tudents to include in an effective program for increasing scholar hip
retention , but Ness and Tucker's (2008) research reviewed information pertaining to " the
effects of [merit-based] programs on high school students as they consider[ ed] the
decision to attend college" (p.572). This is relevant to scholarship retention, because it
helps administrators understand what types of students are being awarded the funds and
how they perceive higher education. According to Ness and Tucker (2008), African
American students were more likely to perceive merit-based aid as a significant factor in
their choice to attend college or directly seek employment after high school.

Influence of Student Persistence Factors
Individuals create goals for themselves. They could experience external barriers
when attempting to attain those objectives. However, there are also psychological
dynamics to consider. Numerous factors influence how dedicated a person is to achieving
goals. In the case of attaining a college degree, research has been conducted pertaining to
the subject of student persistence, because student retention is a major issue impacting the
success of higher education institutions. Jackson (2007) discussed Tinto' s multivariate
model and the theory that
individuals enter[ ed] institutions of higher education with a range of different
family and community backgrounds (e.g., as measured by social status, parental
education, and size of community, a variety of personal attributes (e.g. , sex, race,
and physical handicaps), skills (e.g., intellectual and social), financial resources,
dispositions (e.g. motivations, intellectual, social, and political preferences), and
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varying type of pre-college educational experience and achievement, (e.g. hi gh
chool GPA). Each of the e attributes [was] po ited as having a direct impact
upon departure from college. In addition, each attribute impact[ ed] departure
indirectly through its effect upon the continuing formulation of individual
intentions and commitments regarding future education, career activities and
choices. (pp. 26-27)
Jackson ' s (2007) literature review focused on Tinto's model and its explanation of factors
that affected student persistence. Student persistence does impact a student's enrollment
choices and, in tum, the financial viability of an institution. Yet, it may also impact the
level of a student's determination to earn passing grades, maintain an original enrollment
status throughout a term, and, ultimately, retain merit based scholarships which require
specific academic continuing eligibility requirements.
Factors such as health, socioeconomic status, and ethnicity also impact student
persistence. Schools attempting to increase retention rates should not only review
academic standards and the number and diversity of facilities available on campus.
Administrators should also be attentive to students ' personal needs. Patrick O'Keefe
(2013) mentioned several at-risk student populations in his study related to college
retention . The elements related to student persistence also pertain to the retention of
scholarships.
Financial resources have a direct impact on a student's choice of initial college or
university enrollment. For example, an individual who is concerned about paying tuition
and fees and affording a degree may elect to enroll in an institution within driving radius
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of hi or her home. Thi decision mean avoiding paying the additional ex pen e of
campus hou sing and a meal plan . Although these expenses are not paid and the student i
ab le to re ide at home with his or her parents, the individual may not have as positive a
college experience as someone who elects to reside on campus.
A study completed by Hand and Payne (2008) found that first generation students
from an Appalachian university were more likely to consider financial pressures a major
concern. Additionally, the students whose parents had attended college were more likely
to enroll and succeed (Hand & Payne, 2008). These individuals were probably raised to
consider college as a viable option for their future, since their parents had attended. They
may have also been more equipped for the rigors of college life since their parents could
share their experiences and prepare the student for what they would encounter. Imagine
two students from different households attending college. The first student lived in a
home where his parents had never enrolled in a post-secondary institution, and the second
student's father and mother both earned bachelor's degrees. The second student enrolled
at a university and quickly became acclimated to her surroundings, because she
understood how to build a decent schedule of classes and was taught effective study skills
by her parents. However, the first student found himself in an unknown environment and
scheduled too many demanding courses simultaneously. Since his parents had never
attended college, he had not been taught how to organize and study for exams or manage
his time wisely. While the transition was stress-free for one individual, it was especially
difficult for the other. In this type of scenario, the first student may not be as persistent
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and dec ide t w illin g ly w ithdraw from cour es unl e

the in titution intervened and

pro ided ome type of academic upport.
Financial Benefit of Increased Student Retention for Institutions

Although it is important for admission ' s offices to admit first-time freshmen ,
newly admitted students do not solely support increasing or maintaining enrollment
figures ; consistent matriculation of continuing students is also imperative and has
significant impacts on an institution's enrollment. Hand and Payne (2008) cited Green
( 1985) who pointed out that "stable enrollments ultimately depend on the retention of
currently enrolled students as well as the steady inflow of new students" (p. 4). Based
upon this information, "it is logical for an institution to invest in retaining its students,
particularly those who are considered at risk such as first-generation students" (Hand &
Payne, 2008, p. 4).
APSU experienced a period of unprecedented enrollment growth from 2005
through 2011 (APSU Institutional Research, 2014). Student head count increased by
more than 23% (APSU Institutional Research, 2014). Mitchell, Palacios, and Leachman
(2014) cited the State Higher Education Executive Officers' Association and specified
that what was referred to as "the "baby boom echo" caus[ ed) a surge in the 18 to 24-yearold population, [and) enrollment in public higher education increased by about l million
full-time equivalent students, or 10 percent, between the beginning of the recession and
the 2012-2013 academic year" (" Limited revenues must support," para. l ). During a
portion of that time, 2007-2009, the United States was experiencing a major recession
(Mitchell et al. , 2014). Coincidently, "the recession also played a large role in swelling
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enro llm ent numbers, .. . , refl ecting high chool graduates choosing college over dim
empl oyment prospects in the job market and older workers entering classrooms in order
to retool and gain new skills" (Mitchell et al. , 2014, " Limited revenues must support,"
para. 2). During this same time period, due to a reduction in federal funding and
substantial decreases in state tax revenues, state governments were forced to make
difficult budgeting decisions and reduce funding for higher education (Mitchell et al.,
2014).
This reduction in state funding necessitated an increase in tuition costs at
institutions of higher education throughout the state. The Tennessee Board of Regents
(TBR) voted to increase tuition rates at both community colleges and universities for a
number of years. The Chancellor of the TBR, John Morgan, suggested that the increases
in fees "reflect[ ed] an unfortunate but expected continued shift of funding responsibility
from the state to .. . students" (Greppin-Watts, 2012). This shift of funding responsibility
meant retention of financial aid and scholarships was even more important for students to
be able to continually enroll. Discussions have taken place regarding the necessity of
such increases, but John Morgan indicated that
on a per student basis, the amount of money our institutions [had] available to
spend [was] lower than in 2009 [ .... , and] even with the base proposed fee
increases, the change in recurring revenue available at our institutions (adjusted
for inflation) [would] be an average of 9. 7 percent lower at our community
colleges than in 2009, 5.1 percent lower on average at our universities, and 6.7
percent lower at the technology centers. So it [was] important to note that while
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the price [increa ed], the co t- the amount ... [spent] per student- remain[ed]
lower than it was three years ago. (Greppin-Watts, 2012)
interesti ngly, a portion of the increase in funding was used to support programs created at
the institutions to proliferate student success and help individuals acclimate to college
(Greppin-Watts, 2012).
APSU was not exempt from increasing tuition rates. However, the increases
requested by the university were modest in comparison to some sister institutions. For
example, in 2012, APSU was approved for the lowest fee increase of 3.4% among fouryear public institutions (Greppin-Watts, 2012). Additionally, the university was approved
for the lowest fee increase of 8.8% during 2011 (Greppin-Watts, 2011). The lower
increases were partially attributed to enrollment growth at the university, which permitted
administrators to distribute new increases to operating expenses amongst a larger student
body. Therefore, the percentages of tuition increases required of students on an individual
level were not as high as they would have been in a scenario with decreased or even
stable student enrollment figures. This example further exemplifies the significance of
student retention.
Performance Funding and an Outcomes Based Funding Methodology in Tennessee
Introduction of performance funding in Tennessee. Prior to the development
of an outcomes based funding methodology in Tennessee during 2010, universities and
colleges endeavored to maximize enrollment of new and continuing students (THEC,
201 0). This was a common practice, because a significant portion of higher education
fundin g was determined according to enrollment figures rather than outcomes for
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tudent • T herefore, "th e ma in policy obj ecti ve incentivized was increased enrollment
rather than efficiency in or production of degrees" (THEC, 20 l 0, Introduction ection,
para. I ). The THEC (20 l 0) recognized thi s unbalanced policy and, " [in 1979,]
"attempt[ed] to increase degree completion ... [by] incorporate[ing] a small, but robust
performance funding pi ece to the enrollment-based formula .. . to reward institutions for
success in meeting certain state goals for higher education" (Introduction section, para 1).
This addition " included higher graduation and job placement rates, student satisfaction
levels, and other variables" (THEC, 2010, Introduction section, para. 1). This was the
first policy concentrated on shifting major state funding for higher education institutions
away from enrollment statistics to performance dynamics.
In fact, "Tennessee was the first state to base a portion of state funding for higher
education not upon student head count, but on institutional performance, particularly in
enhancing student learning outcomes" (Banta, Rudolph, & Van Dyke, 1996, p. 23). The
policy
gave public two and four-year institutions an opportunity to earn a budget
supplement ofup to two percent of the instructional component of its education
and general budget for carrying out the following activities: (1) obtaining
accreditation for accreditable [sic] academic programs; (2) testing graduating
students in their major fields and in general education using standardized
externally developed examinations, and-for additional credit-demonstrating
that graduates score[ d] at or above national averages on these tests; (3) surveying
enrolled students, recent graduates, and/or community members/employers to
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a e

their ati faction with the institution 's academic programs and tud ent

er ice ; and (4) conducting peer rev iews of its academic programs. (Banta et al. ,
1996, pp. 23-24)
Performance funding may have been more equitable than providing financial support
based upon enrollment. However, there were concerns related to performance funding
that had the potential to reduce the initiative's effectiveness.

Concerns related to performance funding. For the purpose of increasing the
effectiveness of performance funding, leaders should be aware of concerns related to the
initiative. According to an article in an ASHE Higher Education Report, " [a] sentiment
that [was] quite common among institutional officials [was] that performance funding ...
had little real impact on institutional performance and it [was] largely a symbolic
practice" (Obstacles to the Effectiveness, 2013, p. 57). If this were the case, there would
not be a meaningful incentive for schools to implement programs with the ability to
increase student success. The benefit of reviewing this study is that it provides details
pertaining to the possible obstacles of implementing perfonnance funding. To appreciate
the consequence of Tennessee HOPE Scholarship loss, a person must be aware of the
hi story of state higher education funding in Tennessee.
According to a report created by the THEC (2010), " [s]tates [had] long sought to
find an equitable way to fund institutions of higher education in a manner that [was]
stable and yet also [prompted] institutions to be more productive and efficient"
(Introduction section, para. 1). The performance funding initiative introduced in 1979 had
not produced the outcomes originally intended, but it did " [produce] moderate results"
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(THE , 20 10, Introduction ection, para. 2). Performance funding was intended to
promote tudent success, but it had adverse effects on higher education institutions. A
repo11 included in the ASHE Higher Education Report described several unplanned
consequences of implementing perfonnance funding initiatives. Institutions may
endeavor to achieve many different missions (Unintended Impacts, 2013). Yet,
performance funding can cause colleges to "deemphasize missions that are not rewarded
or only minimally rewarded by the performance funding program" (Unintended Impacts,
2013 , p. 73). This is not to suggest those missions were not impactful, but they were not
factored into state funding calculations as much as other objectives.
The issue of "[g]rade inflation and weakening of academic standards"
(Unintended Impacts, 2013 , pp. 73-74) was also a concern presented. Academic
standards should be developed so the student is capable of excelling while also
experiencing challenging situations. If a curriculum is not stimulating, a student may not
be as encouraged to learn and might simply enroll in a course to obtain a perceived easy
grade. The weakening of academic standards would likely permit students to retain
scholarship eligibility at a higher rate as well. Yet, those individuals would not be as
prepared for the employment challenges they may have encountered after graduation
(Obstacles to the Effectiveness, 2013). The research included in ASHE Higher Education
identifies several issues that arise due to performance funding, but it does not identify the
potential benefits of the program schools can utilize to increase student success
(Obstacles to the Effectiveness, 2013). While the program may have negative
consequences, it is also likely to produce beneficial results as well.

De elopment of an outcomes based funding formula. The limitation of

performance ba ed fundi ng, led to the creation of an outcomes based funding
methodology in Tennessee. This methodology required institutions of hi gher education to
review practices in order to deve lop new initiatives focused on increasing the retention
and graduation of students. Performance components were no longer a simple addition to
enrollment based funding; they became the primary basis for higher education funding
(THEC, 2010). The report written by THEC (2010) detailed the components of the
outcomes based funding methodology and explained how the formula calculated
financing according to outcomes similar among types of institutions. For example, "two
sets of outcomes were identified- those for four-year universities and those for two-year
community colleges-that best reflected the purposes of each institution" (THEC, 2010,
Introduction section, para. 4). The fo1mula was also based upon retention and graduation
rates at the institutions (THEC, 2010).
Since Tennessee HOPE Scholarship retention impacts student enrollment,
increasing the percentage of students who remain eligible for the scholarship at attempted
credit hour benchmarks can also potentially impact a school's funding formula. If the
funding formula was positively affected, the institution could receive additional state
funding, which could increase institutional success and lead to the realization of the
school 's mi ss ion. THEC (2010) concluded that the outcomes based funding formula was
" productivity based and provide[ d] more stability by spreading the financial incentives
across more variables .... , but [did] not have annual targets or benchmarks [ . ... , and did]
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no t puni sh in titution fo r failure to achieve predetermined goal[s]" (Conclu ion secti on,
para. I).
Differences in Student Attitudes
There are administrators who believe a simple email is sufficient correspondence
when communicating important information to students. They assume these individuals
will actually read the correspondences sent. Truthfully, the freshmen students currently
enrolling in school are not as familiar with responsibility as previous generations (Turner

& Thompson, 2014). Therefore, it may take additional time for these freshmen to
acclimate to life at college and begin taking responsibility for their success. Now there
are those who would argue against this postulation and expect those teenagers who have
just recently graduated from high school, a place where they were coddled and every
aspect of their day was predetermine by an authority figure, to become adults.
Current higher education staff, leaders, and educators must be cognizant of
differences between past generations of students and the current generation of students
being admitted. A study completed by Turner and Thompson (2014) explained that,
according to Monaco and Marti (2007), "although millennial students faced some of the
same developmental and transitional challenges as past generations, their learning styles,
educational expectations, and socialization characteristics challenge the traditional
programs, services, and instructional strategies offered by many colleges" (Background
section, para. 3). If leaders expect to communicate effectively with these individuals, they
must be willing to modify their methods.

The tud y al o d i cus ed that " mill enni al tudent po e s[ed] an impractica l
confidence abo ut their academic skill that often [made them] unaware of their true
academi c capabilities" (Turner & Thompson , 2014, Background section , para. 5). This is
ignificant, because these students may have been increasingly reluctant to request
assistance if they believed they were more capable of succeeding on their own than they
truly were. For financial aid employees and several other staff and faculty, this means
they could need to prompt a student to seek assistance from a particular office or offer
their own support. They cannot afford to set back and wait for the student to contact
them. When reviewing past Tennessee HOPE Scholarship practices, it becomes more
ev ident, in light of this research, that sending newsletters or emails with information may
not be as effective as face-to-face communication. This information is important, because
it can help direct the development of more beneficial communication methods.

College Access Versus Retention
There may be numerous studies researching the benefits of greater college access
for underrepresented populations. Yet, no matter how vital having access to higher
education is for all types of students, these individuals must also remain enrolled in order
to graduate. Still, simply registering for college courses is not beneficial unless people
actually graduate and utilize the knowledge they have obtained. An article by Donald
Heller (2002) reviewed the Georgia merit based HOPE scholarship and determined it did
not effectively promote college access, because the award was given to students who
wo uld have probably enrolled in college no matter what aid they recei ved to assist with
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co t • Unlike the Georgia HOPE cholar hip, the Tennessee HOPE Scholarship, i
compn ed of both merit and need-based awards.
Since "2003 , [when] Tennessee joined the list of states that use[ d] the lottery as a
source of revenue for education" (Menifield, 2012, p. 4), debates have arisen related to
the longevity of the program and its viability as a means for students to achieve degree
completion. Menifield (2012) sought to answer this question by studying various sources
of Tennessee HOPE Scholarship retention data. The purpose of the study "was to
determine what factors affect[ ed] scholarship retention/disposition in Tennessee's
colleges and universities at the four levels of matriculation" (Menifield, 2012, p. 14).
This is an important issue, because it is widely understood that certain groups of
students retain the scholarship at higher rates than others. A large number of students
were used in this study. Specifically, "the original data set contained 65 ,536 students.
However, after removing the students with missing values, the final data set contained
33 ,228 cases" (Menifield, 2012, p. 9). This is a rather large group considering that some
institutions award between 3,000 and 4,000 students during a regular academic year. The
actual data sets were "collected by the Tennessee Higher Education Commission"
(Menifield, 2012, p. 9).
The students did not actually participate in the study, because questionnaires were
not distributed, and they were not contacted directly; scholarship retention data were only
reviewed (Menifield, 2012). Reviewing retention data is satisfactory. However, Menifield
may have benefited from surveying a portion of the students who continued to enroll and
those who withdrew. This may have helped the researcher discover commonalities
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bet e n r within th group . Menifi eld (201 2) u ed cholarship retention/di p

iti on a

the dependent variable and independent variabl es coinciding with previous re earch , such
a race, gender, county type, Pell grant eligibility, adjusted gross income, high school
GPA , undergraduate GPA, and major. These variables are considered, among scholarship
coordinators, to have the most significant effect on Tennessee HOPE Scholarship
retention . In regards to the current study being conducted, Menifield ' s dependent
variables correspond to the ones used. These variab les allow a researcher to identify
trends in educational attainment but also compare gender, race, and other socioeconomic
factors to determine if statistically significant differences exist between certain groups '
academic achievement.
The results of the study surprised the researcher (Menifield, 2012). However, a
seasoned scholarship coordinator may not have been as stunned. First, the researcher
discovered that "African Americans [were] the most likely to lose their scholarship
eligibility than any other racial group at every level" (Menifield, 2012, p. l 0). Many
higher education leaders are cognizant of this unfortunate statistic, and it has been an
issue for a number of years . Menifield (2012) also found "students from higher income
families [were] more likely to retain their scholarships than students from lower income
families" (p. JO) . The main conclusion was that the results "afford[ed] the researcher an
opportunity to create a best and worst case scenario for a scholarship student [, and this
could .. .. ] provide bureaucrats ... the opportunity to focus resources on specific
popul ations" (Menifield, 2012, p. 14).
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Gap in the Literature

The cutTent study seeks to both identify the most at-risk population of students for
losing TELS eligibility at Austin Peay State University, determined by reviewing
academic achievement according to initial TELS eligibility detenninants, gender,
employment status, and housing status, and determine if differences in high school
achievement were statistically significant between categories with differences deemed
statistically significant. Therefore, the study goes a step further than Menifield's research
to not only identify academic issues in college, relative to various socio-economic
groups, but to determine if statistically significant differences in student achievement
were also prevalent during high school.
Previous research has studied the effectiveness of the Tennessee HOPE
Scholarship as a program that promotes enrollment of students who would otherwise
have not attempted to earn a post-secondary education. Other studies have detailed data
pertaining to scholarship retention and how the award impacts various groups of students.
Research pertaining to scholarship losses has led to the Tennessee legislature amending
initial and continuing eligibility requirements in order to boost retention or permit easier
regain of funding. Yet, this research should also be utilized to develop proactive
programs to help students maintain scholarship entitlement no matter the eligibility
requirements. The best option is not always removing challenges for students; students
may benefit more from programs that help them overcome the challenges set before
them . This study strives to research not only why students lose eligibility for the TELS
but also if issues arose during the transition to college enrollment. If higher education
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admini trator beco me cogn izant of vari ance in academic achievement between a
tudent' seni or year of hi gh chool and freshman year of college and what factors
attributed to those vari ances, they could be more prone to develop proactive retention
programs.
Although studies completed by the THEC have provided information to
institutional administrators who desire to understand which student populations are more
at-risk of not retaining their scholarships, the research has not effectively supplied
institutions with evaluations of multiple factors related to eligibility groups. The goal of
thi s study is to discover if statistically significant differences in TELS recipients'
academic achievement are observable in high school settings or problems related to
periods of transition to college environments.
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY
Participants
This study was separated into two parts. However, the same sample of students
was used for both sections. The sample included records for 5,339 first-time freshmen
Hope scholarship recipients from the academic years 2010-2011 through 2014-2015 at
APSU. All participants were traditional age students who graduated from Tennessee high
school s. Sixty-two percent of the students studied were females. Forty-six percent were
employed. Fifty-five percent of the students resided in on-campus housing. All subjects
assigned to an academic year were first-time freshmen specifically identified according to
that aid year and were not duplicated within the sample.
Data regarding the students' academic achievement during the first year at APSU,
final high school GPA, ACT score, gender, employment status, and housing status were
collected from the university's Office of the Registrar. The students were not approached
to personally participate in the study. Although infonnation related to gender,
employment status, and housing status were included in the study, the at-risk group was
not merely selected based upon these variables but rather academic achievement in
relation to those variables .

Instrumentation
For this particular study, TELS eligibility categories were chosen as an
independent variable. The eligibility categories included Tennessee HOPE Scholarship,
Lottery Aspire Award , and GAMS eligibility. Use of these determinants is imperative,

becau e th type can help categor·1ze s tud ents accord.mg to pnor
· academic
· achievement
·
and/or fi nancial background . For exampl e, the supplemental Aspire Award requires
hou ehold income to remain at or below $36,000 annually. A student eligible for only the
Tenne ee HOPE Scholarship or GAMS would not have a household income level at or
below 36,000. The GAMS is awarded to students who have earned a minimum final
high school GPA of 3.75 and a minimum cumulative ACT score of 29. This group of
indi viduals has a higher level of academic achievement.
In addition, the first part of the study included TELS GP A at the first 24
attempted credit hours as the dependent variable. In an attempt to not omit factors that
could affect the outcome of the study, students were categorized according to gender, and
the category was included as an independent variable. In order to determine how
employment affects a student's academic achievement, employment status was utilized as
an independent variable. For this variable, students were identified as either employed or
not employed. Housing status is also an important factor in this study, because student
achievement can be impacted according to whether a student commutes to campus or
lives on campus within walking distance of facilities . Therefore, housing status was
included in the study as an independent variable. Ultimately, all these variables were
included due to the ability of each to have a profound impact on student academic
achievement and persistence towards obtaining a college degree.
As previously stated, the information provided by the Office of the Registrar did
not include identi fying information, and the Excel documents utilized codes to categorize
the included students. Award types included indicators of Aspire and GAMS for those
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two categori es. If the award type field was blank, the lack of coding indi cated the tudent
was HOPE on ly. Variables of housing and employm ent statuses were recorded as impl y
a " Y" for yes or "N" fo r no. For example, if a student was a campus resident, the data
wo uld refl ect a "Y" under the housing category. Gender was recorded as either "M ' for
male or "F" for female.
Once the first part of the study resulted in the selection of the categories deemed
statistically significant, the variables were selected for the high school achievement
portion. Employment status, award type, and academic year were selected as the
independent variables. This was done due to the statistically significant differences
observed between employed and unemployed students in relation to average TELS GP A,
award types, and academic years. Final high school GPA and ACT scores were selected
as dependent variables. ACT scores were deemed an appropriate dependent variable due
to standardization. Final high school GPA was used to determine if statistically
significant differences existed between the groups of students when considering their
high school academic achievement.

Procedure
For the section of the study aimed at identifying the at-risk population of Hope
scholarship recipients at APSU who would likely most benefit from a retention program,
24 attempted credit hour benchmark TELS GP As, gender, employment, and housing data
were requested from the university 's Office of the Regi strar during summer 2015. The
req uested data pertained only to the participants included in the study. The infonnation
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a obtained without any identi fy ing in fo rm ation . Records detailing the infonnation
were u ed without tudent names or Banner identifications.
The information was organized according to eligibi lity types of Hope only,
A pire, and GAMS eligibility. The college GPA earned at the 24 attempted credit hours
benchmark was used to calculate an average GPA for each group. The category earning
the lowest average GPA was considered to be at the highest-risk of losing TELS
eligibility. To reduce the likelihood for experimental confounds to adversely affect the
results, extra attention was given to ensuring all possible variables explaining success or
failures in each instance were examined. Therefore, employment statuses, genders, and
housing statuses were reviewed for the group to ensure these factors were not statistically
different between groups. When the information was loaded into SPSS, Aspire became a
" l ", GAMS was loaded as "2", and HOPE only recipients were coded as "3". Males were
assigned a "4" and females a " 5" to identify gender. Employed individuals were coded as
"6" and unemployed students were marked as a "7". The number "8" signified living on
campus, and a "9" was considered off campus. Academic years 2010-2011 , 2011-2012,
2012 -201 3, 2013-2014, and 2014-2015 were coded as " 1-5," respectively.
During the second part of the study, TELS GPA was no longer utilized as the
dependent variable. Final high school GPA was used during the first test, and ACT score
was used for the second test. The variables of employment status, academic year, and
award type were included in the sample using the same identifiers as mentioned
previously.
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tatistical Analy is

Once the data were collected, a factorial ANOV A was conducted to compare the
means of the three Lottery scholarship eligibility types as well as gender, and
employment and housing statuses, on GPAs achieved at the 24 attempted credit hours
benchmark. This test is designed to not only compare the main effects with one another
but also all interactions between the variables. The test is also capable of more accurately
calculating results when using multiple independent variables. Several assumptions were
violated when completing the ANOVA , and the process used in this instance is explained
in detail within the results section of the study. Two factorial ANOVAs were conducted
to compare means for final high school GPA and ACT scores for the students included in
the initial study. These tests were chosen for the same reasons mentioned during the
fonner test procedure. In addition, partial eta squared ('7r2) was calculated as:

(d/effect X Fe/feet)+ d/error
in order to determine effect size (Fritz, Morris, & Richler, 2012). 11l estimates were
defined as either small (11l ~ .03), medium (.03 < ff l ~ .06), or large (11l > .06), as
suggested by Cohen ( 1988).
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
A factorial ANOV A was selected as the primary testing method for the first
portion of the field study for two reasons. First, completing multiple one-way ANOVA's
when one factorial ANOVA could be ran is similar to utilizing multiplet-tests when a
researcher could complete a one-way ANOVA. To do so could increase the likelihood of
a Type I error occurring (Verma, 2012). A Type I error results in a true null hypothesis
being erroneously rejected leading to the researcher assuming the presence of an effect
when it does not exist.
The second reason a factorial ANOV A was used related to the data being studied.
The patiicular study required the review of multiple variables and any interactions they
shared. A factorial ANOV A "enables both main and interaction effects to be tested"
(Kerr, Hall, & Kozub, 2003, p. 140). For example, the data included information related
to employment, housing status, and TELS award types. Although all these factors impact
a student's GPA, there may be statistically significant associations between the
independent variables based on the dependent variable of college GP A as well. The
factorial ANOY A serves as a method for straightforwardly determining if these
associations exist.
Lottery scholarship eligible students can be categorized into two groups according
to the determinants of their initial eligibility. For each initial Lottery scholarship
eligibility group, all eligible enrolled first-time freshmen at Austin Peay State University
from academic years 2010-2011 through 2014-2015 were selected. The sample consisted
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of 5,339 tudent · Each student had an earned cumulative GPA during the initial
fre hman academic year. TELS GPA was used as the dependent variable and academic
yea r, award type, emp loyment, gender, and housing status were included as independent
variables.

Assumptions for College TELS GPA
For the first section of the study, the observations were independent between the
samples. Individuals were grouped according to their initial Lottery scholarship eligibility
information, housing and employment statuses, gender, and initial year of scholarship
eligibility with an award. A student could only receive Aspire and HOPE, Merit and
HOPE, or HOPE only and could not belong to more than one group.
The assumption of normality was tested by examining the unstandardized
residuals. The Kolmogorov-Smimov test for nonnality was used due to the large size of
the sample. Review of the Kolmogorov-Smimov test (Aspire: KS= .108, df= 1993,p <
.001 and HOPE Only: KS= .124, df = 3178,p = < .001) and skewness (Aspire: -.644 and
HOPE Only: -. 984) and kurtosis (Aspire: -.73 3 and HOPE Only: -.034) for the dependent
variable of TELS GPA indicated normality could not be assumed. Q-Q plots and
histograms also suggested the assumption of normality was unreasonable. Figures 1-2
depict the Q-Q plots and histograms used in the analysis of normality.
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Figure 3. Aspire Q-Q Plot.
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Figure 4. HOPE Only Q-Q Plot.
The results indicated potential problems with negative kurtosis. Platykurtic data
can reduce the power of the F-test. Therefore, the degree of kurtosis was examined using
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kurtos is alues di v ided by the tandard errors of kurtosis. An alpha = .0 l was u ed for the
te t due to the relatively large sample size. Results indicated the degree of kurtosis (z = 5.46) exceeded the critical values of ±2.58 for the test statistic, thereby further indicating
a statistically significant difference and the assumption of normality in the dependent
variable was not met.
Further review of the frequencies of GP As indicated, at the 24 attempted credit
hours benchmark, 561 students earned GP As of 0.00. Consequently, nonnality was not
met due to the frequency of 0.00 GP As. However, these data were relevant to the study
and had to be included. Students' levels of academic achievement were being measured,
and a 0.00 GPA represented a level of attainment. Removing the GP As from the data
would invalidate average GP As between groups. Therefore, the decision was made to
include the calculations and the failure to meet the normality assumption as a limitation
of the study.
As expected, the test for homogeneity of variance was violated as assessed by
Levene ' s Test for Equality of Variances (p < .001). Since this assumption was not met,
infonnation pertaining to the assumption of equal standard deviations was analyzed,
because "if the largest standard deviation is less than twice the smallest standard
deviation . . . methods based on the assumption of equal standard deviations [can be used]
and . .. results will still be approximately correct" (Moore, McCabe & Craig, 2009, p.
646). The smallest standard deviation (SD= .776) was among HOPE only recipients
. · on catnpus during 2012-2013 · The largest standard deviation (SD=
emp Ioye d an d I1vmg
1.482) was observed within the group of students awarded Aspire who were not
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employed and lived off-campus during 2013 -2014 . s·mce th e Iarges t stan dar d dev1at1on
· ·
was not more than twice the smallest standard deviat,·on , the assump t·10n o f equa1
standard deviations was met (Moore et al., 2009).

Results for College TELS GPA
A five-way ANOV A was initially conducted using TELS GPA as the dependent
variab le and academic year, award type, employment, gender, and housing status as the
independent variables. The test for homogeneity of variance was violated as assessed by
Levene's Test for Equality of Variances (p < .001). When the assumption of homogeneity
is not met according to a Levene's test, a researcher may determine "[i]f the largest
standard deviation is less than twice the smallest standard deviation, ... [and if so, the
researcher] can use methods based on the assumption of equal standard deviations [to
assume] ... results ... [are] approximately correct" (Moore et al., 2009, p. 646). The
smallest standard deviation (SD= .042) was among female GAMS recipients who were
not employed and lived off campus during 2014-2015. The largest standard deviation (SD

= 1.928) was observed within the same group. Since 1.928 is more than twice the
standard deviation of .042, the assumption of equal standard deviations was not satisfied.
In addition standard deviations were not computed for several groups when including
'
gender as an independent variable.
Both extreme standard deviations were within a group of students awarded
GAMS . Due to this outcome, the independent variable of award type was reviewed. The
sample contained 1,993 Aspire, 168 GAMS , and 3, 178 HOPE Only students (Aspire: M

= 2.27, SD = 1.22; GAMS: M= 3.52, SD= .765; HOPE Only: M= 2.56, SD= 1.17). Due
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to the e figures, the decision was made to remove the sample of GAMS students from the
independent variabl e of award type included in the original analysis. Figures pertaining to
gender were also excluded from the test data in order to calculate standard deviations for
all groups.
A subsequent four-way (5x2x2x2) ANOVA was conducted to evaluate the effects
of academic years, TELS award types, housing statuses, and employment statuses on one
another in relation to the dependent variable. The four independent variables in this study
were academic year, TELS award type, housing status, and employment status. Final
TELS GP A at the 24 attempted credit hours benchmark served as the dependent variable,
with higher GP As indicating higher levels of academic achievement. The results of the
factorial ANOV A are shown in Table 1.
Table 1

Factorial AN OVA Results

Source

ss

df

MS

F

Corrected Model

496.58

39

12.733

9.422

< .001

.067

Intercept

26475 .042

26475 .042

19590.913

< .001

.792

Award (A)

42 .516

42 .516

31.261

< .001*

.006

Employment (E)

301.174

1

301.174

222 .862

< .001*

.042

Housing (H)

18.036

1

18.036

13 .346

<.001*

.003

Academic Year (Y)

4.755

4

1.189

.880

.475

.001

A xE

1.102

1

1.102

.815

.367

< .001

p

1'/p2
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AxH
AxY

4.333

1

4.333

3.207

.073

.001

1.094

4

.273

.202

.937

< .001

l.752

1.296

.255

< .001

ExH

1.752

ExY

.194

4

.049

.036

.998

< .001

HxY

12.370

4

3.092

2.288

.058

.002

AxExH

.001

1

.001

< .001

.983

< .001

AxExY

8.512

4

2.128

1.575

.178

.001

AxHxY

4 .014

4

1.003

.742

.563

.001

ExHxY

.328

4

.082

.061

.993

< .001

AxExHxY

5.427

4

1.357

1.004

.404

.001

Error

6934.003

5131

1.351

Total

38554.141

5171

Corrected Total

7430.585

5170

*p < .05
Interaction effects were examined prior to main effects, and the interactions
between variables were not considered statistically significant. According to the results,
there were statistically significant differences in the means of award types on grade point
averages achieved for the two conditions of Aspire and HOPE, F(l) = 31.461,p < .05,
employment statuses of employed and not employed, F(l) = 222.862,p < .05 , and
housing statuses of on campus and off campus, F(l) = 13.346,p < .05.17/ estimates of
.006, .042 , and .003 were observed, respectively, indicating small effect sizes for award
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typ

and hou ing statu and a medium effect size for employment status. The remaining

predicted interaction were not statistically significant.
Because statistically significant results were found, the means and standard
deviations of the groups were examined. Post hoc tests were not conducted due to each of
the statistically significant independent variables having only two levels. Table 2
illustrates the means and standard deviations for the GPA measure as a function of the
four independent factors .
Table 2

Means and Standard D eviations of Final TELS GPAs

Aspire:

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

M(SD)

M(SD)

M(SD)

M(SD)

M(SD)

2.53 (.95)

2.51 (.95)

2.44 (.97)

2.71 (.95)

2.83 (1.07)

Employed
On Campus:

Off Campus: 2.64 (.95)

2.45 ( 1.23) 2.7 l (.88)

2.67 (1.00) 2.43 (1.24)

Unemployed
On Campus:

2.18 (1.35)
2.22 (1.20) 2.15 (1.28) 2.09 (1.23) 2.13 (1.17)

2.08 (1.31) 2.06 ( 1.48)
Off Campus: 2.07 (1.34) 2.13 (1.31)
HOPE Only:

1.92 (1.38)

Employed
2.89 (.88)

2.86 (.81)

2.93 (.78)

2.84 (.91)

2.95 (.93)

Off Campus: 2.71 (.92)

2.84 (.89)

2.64 (.84)

2.81 (.88)

2.71 (1.10)

On Campus:

Unemployed
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On Campus: 2.30 (1.32) 2.25 (1.35) 2.33 (1.32) 2.48 (1.24) 2.53 (1.30)
Off Campus: 2.12 (1.37) 2.08 (1.46) 2.18 (1.40) 2.30 (1.36) 2.09 (l.43)

From these data, it was detennined that Aspire students, on average, did not
perfonn as well as HOPE only recipients no matter their housing or employment statuses.
The only instances this was not true were for Aspire students living off campus and not
employed (M= 2.13, SD= 1.31) and HOPE only students in the same category (M=
2.08, SD = 1.46) during 2011 -201 2 and Aspire students living off campus and employed

(M = 2.71, SD= .88) and HOPE only students in the same category (M = 2.64, SD= .84)
during 2012-2013. Noticeable differences were examined between students living on
campus and those living off campus. For most academic years, students living on campus
achieved higher 24 attempted credit hours benchmark TELS GPAs. However, this was
not the case for Aspire students employed and living off campus (M = 2.64, SD= .95)
compared to those living on campus (M = 2.53 , SD= .95) during 20l0-2011 and
employed Aspire students living off campus (M = 2.71, SD= .88) and those living on
campus (M = 2.44, SD= .97) during 2012-2013. Employed students earned higher TELS
GP As than unemployed students in every category. Since the effect size (17/) was
estimated at .042 for employment status, a medium effect, this implied that 4.2% of the
variance in the dependent variable was attributable to the difference in employment
status. These examples demonstrated the statistically significant differences in award
types, housing statuses, and employment statuses.
. h
d rt of the study , factorial ANOY As were completed to
Dunng t e secon pa
. h h I GPA and ACT scores for the students included in
compare means for fina I h1g sc oo
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the initial study. A factorial ANOVA was se Iected"tor the same reasons discussed
·
·
earlier
for the initial portion of the study. Students from academic years 2010-2011 through

2014-2015, used in the first section of the study, were selected. The sample consisted of
5,339 students. Final high school GPA was used as the dependent variable and academic
year and employment status were used as the independent variables in the first ANOV A.
ACT score was used as the dependent variable and academic year and employment status
were used as the independent variables in the second ANOVA. Employment status was
selected as an independent variable due to its medium observed effect size during the
initial factorial ANOVA using college TELS GPA as the dependent variable.

Assumptions for High School Achievement Study
The observations were independent between the samples for the second part of the
study. Individuals were grouped according to their initial Lottery scholarship eligibility
infonnation, employment status, and initial year of scholarship eligibility with an award.
A student could only receive Aspire and HOPE or HOPE only and could not belong to
more than one group.
The assumption of normality was tested by examining the unstandardized
residuals. The Kolmogorov-Smimov test for nonnality was used due to the large size of
the sample. Review of the Kolmogorov-Smimov test (Aspire: KS= .065, df= 1960, p <

.001 , HOPE only: KS= .065, df = 3141, p = < .001 ), and skewness (Aspire: -.658, HOPE
· (A spire..
· . 526 , HOPE only: .540) for the dependent variable of
only: -.734) and kurtosis
final high school GPA indicated nonnality could not be assumed. Additionally, the

.
. . KS= 106 dff= 1960, p < .001 , and HOPE only: KS=
Kolmogorov-Sm1mov test (Aspire.
· ,
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. I05 , df = 3141 , p < .00 I), and skewness (Aspire: .465, and HOPE only: .321) and
kurto is (Aspire: .164, and HOPE only: .044) for the dependent variable of ACT score
indicated normality could not be assumed. Q-Q plots and histograms also suggested the
assumption of nonnality was unreasonable for Aspire and HOPE only groups when
reviewing high school GPA. However, the histograms and Q-Q plots for the Aspire and
HOPE only with ACT scores demonstrated a fairly normal curve. Figures 5-12 depict the
Q-Q plots and histograms used in the analysis of normality.
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Figure 5. Aspire-Final High School GPA Histogram.
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Figure 6. HOPE Only-Final High School GPA Histogram .
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Figure 7. Aspire- Final High School GPA Q-Q Plot.
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Figure 8. HOPE Only-Final High School GPA Q-Q Plot.
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Figure 9. Aspire- ACT Score Histogram.
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Figure 10. HOPE Only-ACT Score Histogram.
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Figure 11. Aspire- ACT Score Q-Q Plot.
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Figure I 2. HOPE Only-ACT Score Q-Q Plot.
The results indicated potential positive kurtosis problems with Aspire and HOPE
only recipients in relation to final high school GPA. Leptokurtic data can reduce the
power of the F -test. Therefore, the degree of kurtosis was examined using kurtosis values
divided by the standard errors of kurtosis. An alpha= .01 was used for the tests due to the
relatively large sample size. Results indicated the degree of kurtosis (z = 4.74), for
Aspire, and the degree of kurtosis (z = 6.21), for HOPE only, both exceeded the critical
values of ±2.58 for the test statistic, thereby further indicating a statistically significant
difference and the assumption of normality in the dependent variable of final high school
GP A was not met.
The results also indicated potential positive kurtosis problems with Aspire and
HOPE only recipients in relation to ACT scores. Therefore, the degree of kurtosis was ,
exam ined usi ng kurtosis values divided by the standard errors of kurtosis. An alpha= .01
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was also u ed fo r thi te t due to the rel t' I I
a ive Y arge sample size. Results indicated the
degree of kurtosi (z

= l .48), for Aspire

'

and the d

egree

f ku

O

•
rtos1s (z = .51 ), for HOPE

onl y, did not exceed the critical values of ±2 58 fo th t
• •
·
r e est statistic. Therefore, the
assumption of nonnal ity in the dependent variable was me.t
Although the assumption of nonnality was not met for final high school GP As,
these data were relevant to the study and had to be included . Stud ens
t , Ieves
I o f aca d em1c
·
achievement was measured, and GP As represented levels of attainment. Removing the
GP As from the data would invalidate average GP As between groups. Therefore, the
decision was made to include the calculations and the failure to meet the normality
assumption as a limitation of the study.
As expected, the test for homogeneity of variance was violated as assessed by
Levene ' s Test for Equality of Variances (p = .009) when reviewing final high school
GPA. Since this assumption was not met, information pertaining to the assumption of
equal standard deviations was analyzed. The smallest standard deviation (SD= .361) was
among HOPE only recipients employed during 2014-2015. The largest standard deviation

(SD= .458) was observed within the group of students awarded Aspire who were not
employed during 2010-2011. Since the largest standard deviation was not more than
twice the smallest standard deviation, the assumption of equal standard deviations was
met (Moore et al. , 2009) .
The test for homogeneity of variance was also violated as assessed by Levene's
.
.
Test for Equality of Vanances (p

· wing ACT scores.
= .03 8) w h en revie

Since this

.
• •
the assumption of equal standard
ass umption was not met, infonnat1on pertammg 10
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de iation

a ana lyzed for thi group

II Th
a we · e sma llest standard deviation (SD =

2. 27) wa a mong HOPE only recipients employed during 20
tandard dev iation (SD = 3.646) was observed within the gr

_
_The largest
11 2012

f tud
d
oup o s ents awar ed

A pire who were not emp loyed during 2012-2013 si·nce the l
t t d dd · ·
•
arges s an ar ev1at1on
was not more than twice the smallest standard deviation, the assumption of equal
standard deviations was met (Moore et al., 2009).

Results for High School Achievement
Final high school GPA. A three-way (5x2x2) ANOVA was conducted to
evaluate the effects of academic years, TELS award types, and employment statuses on
one another in relation to final high school GP A. The three independent variables in this
study were academic year, TELS award type, and employment status. Final high school
GP A served as the dependent variable, with higher GP As indicating higher levels of
academic achievement. The results of the factorial ANO VA are shown in Table 3.
Table 3

Factorial ANOVA R esults-Final High School GPA

ss

df

MS

F

Corrected Model

20.366

19

1.072

6.231

< .001

.023

Intercept

49961.963

l

49961.963

290430.699

<. 001

.983

Award (A)

4.114

4.114

23.915

<.001*

.005

Employment (E)

7.799

7.799

45 .338

< .001*

.009

Source

p

1'/p2
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Academ ic Year (Y)

2.579

4

.645

3.749

.005*

.003

1

.207

1.205

.272

< .001

.208

4

.052

.302

.677

< .001

Ex Y

.848

4

.212

1.232

.295

.001

A x ExY

.330

4

.082

.479

.751

< .001

Error

874.070

5081

.172

Total

57869.893

5101

Corrected Total

894.436

5100

AxE

.207

AxY

*p < .05
Interaction effects were examined prior to main effects, and the interactions
between variables were not considered statistically significant. According to the results,
there were statistically significant differences in the means of award types on final high
school GPAs achieved for the two conditions of Aspire and HOPE only, F(l) = 23.915,p
< .05, employment statuses of employed and not employed, F(l) = 45.338, p < .05, and
award years of 2010-2011 , 2011-2012, 2012-2013 , 2013 -2014, and 2014-2015, F(l) =
3.749, p < .05.

JJ/

estimates of .005, .009, and .003 were observed, respectively,

indicating small effect sizes for all statistically significant categories. The remaining
predicted interactions were not statistically significant.
Because statistically significant results were found, the means and standard
deviations of the groups were examined. Post hoc tests were not conducted for award
·st1· cally significant independent
types or emplo yment statuses due to eac h o f th est at1
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ariab le ha ing only two levels. Table 4 illu

the GP

strates the means and standard deviations for

m a ure a a function of those two independent factors.

Table 4

Means and Standard Deviations of Final High School GPAs

Aspire:

HOPE Only:

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

M(SD)

M(SD)

M(SD)

M(SD)

M(SD)

Employed

3.27 (.44)

3.35 (.36)

3 .32 (.44)

3.37 (.38)

3.40 (.37)

Unemployed

3.24 (.46)

3.28 (.44)

3.29 (.41)

3.25 (.42)

3.30 (.42)

Employed

3.39 (.40)

3.41 (.40)

3.39 (.40)

3.41 (.39)

3.48 (.36)

Unemployed

3.30 (.42)

3.31 (.45)

3.33 (.44)

3.32 (.44)

3.33 (.44)

From these data, it was determined that Aspire students, on average, did not
perform as well as HOPE only recipients no matter their employment statuses.

r,l was

estimated at .005 for award type and categorized as a small effect. Employed students
earned higher final high school GP As than unemployed students in every category. Since

IJ /

was estimated at .009 for employment status, a small effect, this implied that only .9%

of the variance in the dependent variable was attributable to the difference in employment
status. These examples demonstrate the statistically significant differences in award types
and employment statuses.
Statistically significant results were also found for achievement levels between

.
. .
•
h d fi l
ls Because a statistically
academic years. This independent vanab 1e a 1ve eve ·
. .
fi I els to the independent variable,
s1gn1ficant res ult was determined, and there were ive ev
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a po t ho t t

a co

nd

ucted. The po t hoc Tukey HSD test was selected. This test is

de iITT1ed to compare each of the academic years to each other Th t t
.
d h
o
.
e es compare t e
20 10-201 l , 201 1-20 12, 2012-2013 , 2013-2014 , and2014 -2015 years. T a bl e 5 me
· 1u des
the re ult of the po t hoc Tukey HSD test.
Table 5

Tu key HSD Test Results for Final High School GPA Academic Years

(J)

(I)
Academic
Year

Academic
Year

2010-2011

2011-2012

2011 -2012

2012-2013

Mean
Difference

95% Confidence
Interval
Lower
Upper
Bound
Bound

Std.
Error

p

-.029

.018

.511

-.079

.021

2012-2013

-.024

.019

.702

-.074

.027

2013-2014

-.031

.018

.416

-.081

.018

2014-2015

-.072

.018

.001 *

-.123

-.022

2010-2011

.029

.018

.511

-.021

.079

2012-2013

.005

.019

.999

-.045

.056

2013-2014

-.002

.018

1.000

-.052

.047

-.043

.018

.130

-.094

.007

2014-2015

.024

.019

.702

-.027

.074

2010-2011

.019

.999

.045

-.005

-.056

2011-2012

.994

-.058

2013-2014

.018

.042

-.008

.067

.002

20 14-2015

.019

-.010

-.049

(I-J)
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201 3-201 4

2010-201 l

.018

.416

-.018

.081

.018

1.000

-.047

.052

.018

.994

-.042

.058

-.041

.018

.162

-.091

.009

.072

.018

.001 *

.022

. 122

2011-2012

.043

.018

.130

-.007

.094

2012-2013

.049

.019

.067

-. 002

.099

2013-2014

.040

.018

.162

-.009

.091

2011-2012
2012-2013
2014-2015
2014-2015

.03 l

2010-2011

.002
.008

* p < 0.05
The results indicated that the mean final high school GPAs for the 2010-2011 (M

= 3.3 I , SD= .43) academic year was statistically significantly different than the mean for
2014-2015 (M= 3.38, SD= .41). Although there was a statistically significant difference
identified, it was only for two of the five aid years, and this difference is not relevant to
the focus of the study. Variations in academic achievement can be expected between
different cohorts of students and diverse aid years .

ACT scores. For the second portion of this section of the study, a three-way
(5 x2x2) ANOV A was conducted to evaluate the effects of academic years, TELS award
types, and employment statuses on one another in relation to student ACT scores. The
three independent variables in this study were academic year, TELS awa rd type, a

nd

.
h d
d nt variable with higher ACT
employment status. A CT composite served as t e epen e
'
.
h'
t The results of the factorial
scores indicating hi g her levels of academic ac 1evemen ·

ANOV A are sho w n in Tabl e 6.
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Tabl 6
Factorial A O VA Results- ACT Score

Source

ss

df

MS

F

p

11/

7.489

< .001

.027

2151872.5

199360.643

< .001

.975

985 .991

91.347

< .001*

.018

10.018

.928

.335

.000

4

28.328

2.624

.033*

.002

32.294

1

32.294

2.992

.084

.001

117.322

4

29.330

2.717

.028*

.002

ExY

23.059

4

5.765

.534

.711

< .001

AxExY

14.326

4

3.582

.332

.857

< .001

Error

54843.644

5081

10.794

Total

2523152

5101

Corrected Total

56379.548

5100

Corrected Model
Intercept
Award (A)
Employment (E)
Academic Year (Y)
AxE
AxY

1535 .904

19

2151872.5
985 .991

1
1

10.018
113.310

80.837

*p < .05
Interaction effects were examined prior to main effects. The interaction between
award types and award years, F(l) = 2.717, p < .05 was considered to be statistically
significant. According to the results, there were statistically significant differences in th e
means of award types on ACT scores achieved for the two conditions of Aspire and
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HOP only, F( I) = 91.347, p < .05 and award years of 2010-201 l,

_
,
_
2011 2012 2012

2013 2013 -2014, and 20 I4-20 15, F(l) = 2.624, p < .05. 11/ estimates of .018 and .002
were ob erved, respecti ve ly, indicating small effect sizes for all statistically significant
categories (Cohen, 1988). The remaining predicted interactions were not statistically
significant.
As mentioned, a statistically significant result was found for ACT scores between
academic years. This independent variable had five levels. Because a statistically
significant result was determined, and there were five levels to the independent variable,
a post hoc test was conducted. The post hoc Tukey HSD test was selected. The test
compared the 2010-2011, 2011-2012, 2012-2013, 2013-2014, and 2014-2015 years.
Table 7 includes the results of the post hoc Tukey HSD test.
Table 7
Tukey HSD Test Results for ACT Scores Academic Years

p

95% Confidence
Interval
Upper
Lower
Bound
Bound

(I)
Academic
Year

(J)
Academic
Year

Mean
Difference
(I-J)

Std. Error

2010-2011

2011-2012

.06

.149

.994

-.34

.46

2012-2013

-.16

.147

.815

-.56

.24

2013-2014

.04

.144

.999

-.35

.43

-.45

.145

.017*

-.85

-.05

2014-2015

-.06

.146

.994

-.46

.34

2010-2011

2011-2012
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20 I2-20 13

-.62

.18

1.000

-.41

.37

.004*

-.91

-.11

.815

-.24

.56

.147

.566

-.18

.62

.145

.647

-.20

.60

.147

.275

-.69

.11

-.04

.144

.999

-.43

.35

.02

.144

1.000

-.37

.41

2012-2013

-.20

.145

.647

-.60

.20

2014-2015

-.49

.144

.006*

-.88

-.10

2010-2011

.45

.145

.017*

.05

.85

2011-2012

.51

.146

.004*

.11

.91

2012-2013

.29

.147

.275

-.11

.69

2013-2014

.49

.144

.006*

.10

.88

20 14-20 15
2010-2011
2011-2012
2013-2014
2014-2015
2013-2014

2010-2011
2011 -2012

2014-2015

.147

.566

2013-20 14

2012-2013

-.22
-.02
-.51
.16
.22
.20
-.29

.144
.146
.147

*P < 0.05
The results indicated that the mean ACT scores for the 2010-2011 (M = 21.89, SD
==

3.25), 2011-2012 (M = 21.83 , SD= 3.16), and 2013-2014 (M = 21.85, SD= 3.50)

academic years were statistically significantly different than the mean for 2014-2015 (M
==

22 .34, SD = 3.32). Although there were statistically significant differences identified,

th ese differences were not relevant to the focus of the study. As previously mentioned,
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·
in acad mic achiev ment I vel
b
ariat10n
can e expected between different cohorts of
tudents and di

r e aid years.

Becau e tatistically significant results were found the in
d
d
,
eans an stan ard
deviations of the groups were examined. Post hoc tests were not conducted for award
types due to the statistically significant independent variable having only two levels.
However, aid years were separated since a statistically significant interaction between
award types and aid years was identified, and a post hoc Tukey HSD was conducted. The
post hoc test was decided upon, because the independent variable of award year had five
levels. Table 8 illustrates the means and standard deviations for the ACT score measure
as a function of the independent factors.
Table 8

Means and Standard D eviations ofA CT Scores

2010-2011

2011-2012

2012-2013

2013-2014

2014-2015

M(SD)

M(SD)

M(SD)

M(SD)

M(SD)

Aspire

21.49 (3 .28)

21.49 (3 .34)

21.40 (3.58)

21.00 (3.46)

21.55 (3.34)

HOPE Only

22.11 (3.22)

22.08 (2.99)

22.49 (3.13)

22.37 (3.43)

22.77 (3.22)

Award Type

.
ire students did not perform as well as
From these data, it was determined th at Asp
. ht fluctuations in scores
HOPE only recipients no matter th e a1·ct year and some s l1g
.

existed in individual award types between aid years. 11P
tyPe and .002 for academic year. Therefore,

2 was

estimated at .018 for award

. d as small effects
b 0 th were categonze
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( oh n, \ 9

). A pir

tudent earned lower ACT composite scores than HOPE only

. . t aero s all academic years. This information demonstrates the statistically
rec1p1en
.n-njficant difference in award types and academic years.
Sil:,"
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CHAPTERV
DISCUSSION

College Academic Achievement
Academic Achievement Relative to Award T
established differences in academic achievement exist

p

.

ype. rev1ous research has

.
among various student populations

in relation to TELS eligibility. However, recognizing what f; t
•r
.
ac ors, 1 any, may contribute
to a student either performing well or struggling academically in

.
a co 11 ege environment,

is vital. The first research question, are there statistically signi·ficant d.1uerences
~
between
the cumulative college GP As of Lottery scholarship recipients, based upon the categories
of initial scholarship eligibility relative to employment status, housing status, and
academic years, and are there statistically significant interactions among the variables,
was intended to identify those factors.
The results of the four-way ANOV A revealed a statistically significant difference
between TELS award types when considering the 24 attempted credit hours TELS GPA.
Further review of the descriptive statistics revealed students awarded Aspire earned, on
average, lower GP As than those students receiving only the HOPE scholarship no matter
categorization. For instance, employed Aspire students earned lower average TELS
GPAs compared to HOPE only recipients who were also working; this was true for all
academic years included in the study. The same outcome was observed between
unemployed student groups.
.
b nchmark GP As, an individual
When reviewing the 24 attempted credit hours e

. r

should consider the benchmark's minimum scholarship e ig

ibility standard. For the
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Lottery cholar hip, students are required to have earned

. .
a mmimum 2.75 cumulative
TELS GPA upon attempting 24 credit hours. Durin onl
.
g
y one academic year and only in
one category, Aspire students earned an average TELS GPA

above 2.75. This group

comprised of employed students enrolled during 2014-20 15 F
.
· or all other academic
Years, both employed and unemployed Aspire students earned average TELS GP As
below 2.75. Therefore, it was determined retention of Lottery

h 1 h' fu .
sc o ars 1p ndmg after

the year of initial enrollment in a post-secondary institution is improbable for a
significant number of Aspire students.
On the contrary, seven categories of employed HOPE only recipients earned an
average TELS GP A in excess of 2. 7 5. For the remaining three categories, the GP As were
.11, .04, and .04 short of meeting the minimum requirement. The overall HOPE only
average TELS GPA was 2.54. The overall Aspire average TELS GPA was 2.35.
Although neither GP A exceeded the minimum standard for continuing eligibility, it is
clear a difference existed between the award groups.

In order to better understand the strength of the observed relationship between
award types, a partial eta-squared statistic was calculated.

11/ was computed as .006 for

award type, indicating a small main effect. Therefore, although a statistically significant
difference was identified between award types, the effect was not considered large.

Academic Achievement Relative to Employment 5tatus. The reSults of t he
. .
d'f-c.
ce existed between the
factorial ANOV A identified a statistically significant i ieren
mean GPAs for employed and unemployed students.

A

cross

stu dents who earned wages also received higher average

all categories studied,

TELS GP As at the 24 attempted
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credit hours benchmark. All HOPE only awardee c

.
.
ategones with an average GP A above
the eligibility requisite were employed. No une I d
mp oye groups awarded HOPE only
earned sufficient average GPAs to continue receiv· th L
mg e ottery scholarship. The overall
average GPA of employed HOPE only students was 2 82 h'l h
· , w 1 e t e average for
unemployed students with the same award type was 2 27 Th ti
· • ere ore, the average
employed HOPE recipient was able to retain his or her scholarship based on TELS GP A

,

but the average unemployed awardee failed to maintain eligibility requirements by a
significant margin.
Both unemployed and employed Aspire students did not earn average TELS
GP As above the minimum standard, other than in one category. In all categories
unemployed individuals' averages were inferior to their employed counterparts' means.
For example, an employed Aspire recipient living off campus earned an average TELS
GPA of 2.64 during 2010-2011. Aspire awardees during the same academic year who
were unemployed earned an average TELS GPA of 2.07. To put this difference into
perspective, a GPA calculator was used to determine the number of credit hours and
grades needed to increase these figures to 2. 75 by the 48 attempted credit hours
benchmark review. This review would be the next opportunity for a student who 10st
. ehg1b1hty
. . . . to ach'1eve mmunum
. .
sc hoIars h1p
st andards and regain entitlement. The GPA
calculator is available for use on the APSU webpage.
d tud t who earned the average 24
According to the calculator, an emp loye s en
i ht courses for a total of 24
attempted credit hours TELS GPA would need to pass e g
attempted credit hours with seven B grades and one

C

gr

ade to earn a TELS GPA of2.76.
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Admittedly thi i only one variation of how grades could b
.
e earned to achieve the same
re ult. For example, if a student earned several A gr d
h
a es, t ey could also earn additional

c orades or even a D and still manage to attain the req
o

· d
d
uire stan ard. Also, students

could attempt more than 24 credit hours between bench

k I h
.
mar s. n t e scenario for an

unemployed student who earned a 2.07 TELS GPA they would
dt
. h
,
nee o pass e1g t
courses with four grades of A and four B grades to manage a 2.79 TELS benchmark
GPA. Earning one less A grade would result in the student not meeting regain eligibility.
The same limitations exist with this example since students could attempt more than 24
credit hours between benchmark intervals. Students could also repeat previously failed
courses and substitute the new grades to increase their GP As. However, this example
demonstrates how much more difficulty a student in the unemployed category would
have when attempting to regain the scholarship, in comparison to someone in the
employed group. A student earning a GPA indicative of average grades of C would likely
not be able to earn all A or B grades. Conversely, the student earning a 2.64 TELS GPA
may need to only make slight modifications in scheduling, study habits, or other factors
contributable to academic achievement, in order to earn sufficient scores to be awarded
the scholarship in the future.
. .
· bl e, a partial eta-squared statistic
Similar to the first statistically s1gmficant
vana
.
t d as 042 for employment status,
was calculated to determine effect size. Y/p 2 was compu e
·

. .

.

ffi ct size of all statistically significantly

md1cating a medium effect. This was the largest e e
different categories identified.
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Academic Achievement Relative to H

•
ousmg Status. A student's choice of

hou ing can affect how well they perform academicall

.
.
Y, For this particular study, results

indicated a statistically significant difference in TELS GP
As for students who resided in
campus housing and those who commuted. A review of th d
. .
. . .
e escnpttve statistics mdicated
the average TELS GPA for Aspire students living on camp

us was 2 •38 , and commuters

within the same award group earned an average 2.32 TELS GP A. The HOPE only
category earned averages of 2.64 and 2.45 for on campus and off campus residents,
respectively.

rtl

was computed as .003 for housing status, indicating a small interaction.

These results did not suggest housing status alone could be a significant determinant of a
student's academic success.

Non-statistically Significant Results. Remarkably, all other interactions were not
found to have statistically significant differences in TELS GPA. Therefore, the categories
of academic year and all interactions between independent variables were not studied
further. The focus was then placed on academic achievement during high school to
determine if similar results were observed within the same student population prior to
college transition.

High School Achievement Comparison
. of the stu d Y, th e second portion of research
Upon completion of the first section
.
d
h estion is· are there statistically
involved high school achievement. The secon researc qu
·
. .
I . hi h school GPAs and ACT scores
s1gn1ficant differences between the final cumu ative g
. bl 'dentified during the first test to
of Lottery scholarship recipients, based upon vana es 1
.
. . formation was included due to the focus
have statistically significant connections? This 10
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of th e overall study. Since the study concentrated on c

.
ollege academic achievement as it
relates to Lottery scholarship recipients knowing "ff:
.
'
i actors with statistically significant
differences in TELS GP As during college were obse d
rve among the same groups in high
school could aid researchers in understanding effects as

· t d .h
..
socia e wit college transition.

Academic Achievement Relative to Award Types A
d
. war types were found to
have statistically significant differences when considering final high school GPAs and
ACT scores. On average, Aspire recipients earned a composite ACT score of 21 and

HOPE only awardees earned an average composite score of 22. Additionally, Aspire
students did not earn a higher average composite score than HOPE only students during
any academic year. It is interesting that for both groups, the minimum ACT composite
required for Lottery scholarship eligibility was achieved. However, the HOPE only
students clearly outperformed the Aspire students on the ACT. The final high school
average GP A for the Aspire group was 3 .31. For the HOPE only students, the average
was 3.37. While these are different from one another, they are not considered significant
enough to have a major impact on college academic achievement. After all, the difference
between the two scores is .06.

Academic Achievement Relative to Employment Status when Considering
GPA. This category was integral to the overa II s tu dY, because a medium effect size was

observed in relation to employment statuses an d TELS GP As · Therefore ' it was important
.
. .
to identify
not only if statistically sigmficant
di"ffierences existed between high school

GPA and employment statuses but also how large t

he effect was considered. Although a

. .
.
.fi d for the category,
statistically significant difference was 1dent1 ie

l'fl was computed as
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.009. This was a mall effect compared to 04 2 £
.
or employment status in relation to TELS
GPA Therefore, it can be derived that the va ·
.
.
nance m academic achievement of students
in the same category is not as large during high sch

. . .
oo 1as 1t 1s m college.

Lack of Statistically Significant Results wh

en

C

ACT Score. As mentioned previously, statistically sign"fi
1

.
.
ons1dermg Employment and

ICant

d'f'i':
.
.
1 1erences were identified

between employment statuses and TELS GP A averages D tO h. fi .
.
· ue t 1s mdmg, high school
achievement became a focus to identify if differences were observa bl e durmg
· th.1s time
•
period as well. ACT score was utilized as a dependent variable, because it is an accurate
indicator of academic achievement. For instance, high school GP As could fluctuate
considerably between institutions. This could be due to a number of factors including, but
not limited school , institutional academic standards and quality of teachers and
administrators. However, the ACT is standardized. Therefore, if statistically significant
differences were not identified among the students, this discovery would be significant to
the study. The differences in ACT scores among employed students were not found to be
statistically significant. Therefore, it was concluded that the students, based on ACT
scores, performed at the same academic level, on average, while enrolled in high school.

Academic Achievement Relative to Academic Year. For this portion of the
study, statistically significant differences were identified within the ACT score and high
school GPA groups between academic years. Essentially, these results suggeS t th ere are
differences between the ACT scores and GP As of students when considering various
. .
d b
se each of the academic years
academic years. This result is not unanttc1pate , ecau
.
. nore than one year. Therefore, these
contain di verse students who cannot be included m 1
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difference could simply be due to variations within each

student group from year to year
or modifications made to the actual ACT or course
t
fr
con ent om year to year. These
findings were not vital to the overall conclusion of the stud

y.

Interaction between Award Types and Academ· y
IC

h
.
.
ears w en Cons1dermg

ACT Score. Comparatively, statistically significant differences were observed in the
relationship between academic years and award types when using ACT scores as the
dependent variable. Essentially, HOPE only and Aspire students earned different ACT
scores not only due to award type but also from aid year to aid year. Aspire students
ranged from 21.00 to 21.55 and HOPE only awardees earned an average range of 22.08
to 22.77 between academic years. Aspire and HOPE only students differed by one point
according to ACT composite scores. Although a statistically significant difference was
identified for the category, r,p 2 was computed as .002, a small effect.
Implications
Retention. The results of this study reveal a serious issue concerning Lottery
scholarship retention. Specifically, the average Aspire recipient does not earn the
· e 1·1g1"bl e 1c0 r the award , and for many of the
necessary benchmark TELS GP A to remam

HOPE only recipients, the average TELS GPA was a lso below the minimum required for
.
lY 50o/c0 of Aspire and HOPE only recipients
continued eligibility. As a result, approximate
. . . . after the1r
. fiirst academic year. These statistics impact
do not retain scholarship ehg1b1hty
institutions of higher education in noteworthy ways.
.
llin crucial quantities of new students
Some institutions might be capable of enro g
.duousl to retain currently enrolled
from year to year, but they must also work assi
Y
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tud nt .

tudent may attend college during his or h
er first year, due to adequate

financial aid funding . If average Lottery student I
h
s ose t e Lottery scholarship in their first
year, they may not return. For every enrolled student

w

h d
O

.
oes not register for an

upcoming academic year, an institution must enroll t
.
wo new students to mcrease
enrollment figures. Therefore, enrollment statistics can be · ·fi
.
sigm 1cant1y impacted and
funding based on an outcome based funding methodology could b d d b
e re uce ased upon
the overall success or failure of the institution to retain and graduate students. Colleges
and universities should be cognizant of the issue of scholarship retention and how the
funding impacts the students in order to develop effective retention programs in the event
a student fails to retain scholarship eligibility. A student could lose his or her scholarship
based upon a 2.74 TELS GPA but still be considered an overall good student with the
potential to increase the GP A and graduate. If that student cannot enroll due to finances,
institutions could implement institutional scholarship programs to assist for a period of
time until they reach their next benchmark to determine if they regain scholarship
eligibility. Success of a program of this nature would be dependent upon identification of
the students most in need and most likely to regain the scholarship. The results of this
study help to identify this population.

Institutional View of Employment. There are a number of people who would
.
h' .
·tive practice. Scholarships make
agree that providing students with scholars 1ps 1s a posi
.
. loans and can ease the stresses of
attending college a reality without acceptmg excessive
.
.
.
J'velihood when caring for oneself
paymg tuition and fees while also ensurmg a sufficient 1
. .
always conditional upon a student
or an entire family. R eceipt of a scholarship is not
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ignin g a work contract. However, om

b ·ct·
e su s1 ies stipulate students must work a certain

number of hour per week within an administrative
semester. This requirement may be based upon th

d .
or aca em1c department each

d
e nee s of departments to have

available student employees assisting with proiects H
J

.

scholarships are sometimes contingent upon a student

.
owever, there is another reason

k

wor mg at a college. According to

Laura Perna (2012), " drawing on ... limited available research coll
d ..
,
ege a mm1strators,
faculty, and researchers have generally assumed that undergrad ua tes shou Id simply
•
work
no more than 10 to 20 hours per week at a job on campus, on the theory that such an
experience will increase their integration into and subsequent persistence at a campus
(King, 2002; Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005; Swail, Redd, & Perna, 2003)" (p. xiii).
This concept is important to understanding why employed students may have
earned better grades than those who were unemployed. The data only verified a student
worked or did not work for the academic year they were awarded the Lottery scholarship.
Unfortunately, the information does not inform the researcher of the type or place of
employment. Therefore, based upon how the employment data were pulled from student
entered data, some of the employed students could have been working within an
administrative or academic department at APSU. If this was the case, they may have
performed better academically because of the existence of a strong office support syS tem

s veral employees within the

or having a higher level of connectedness toth e campus. e

·
t APSU were once student
Office of Student Financial Aid and Veterans Aff:atrS a
employees on campus. These individuals became conn

ected to the department, persisted

and earned degrees, and then became full-time employees.
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Studies related to academic perform

d
ance an employment have discovered mixed

outcomes when it comes to how successful students h
.
w O work are m comparison to those
who choose not to work while enrolled. For exam l B di
.
P e, ra ey (2006) exammed the
acadern ic performance of 246 undergraduate students Th
d J:.
•
· e stu Y tocused on various
aspects of the students ' employment and found that "th

tud
h •
e s ents w o did not work were

indistinguishable from their peers who worked" (Bradley, 2006, p. 496-497). In a study
reviewing similarities and differences between students who worked and those who did
not work, Brandon Lang (2012) mentioned a study where "one-third of ... [sampled
working students] answered that work "much" or "greatly" interfered with their studies"
(The Effects of Employment, para. 2).
Unlike these results, "numerous studies have concluded that paid employment
does not have any negative effects upon the grades of college students" (Lang, 2012, The
Effects of Employment para. 3). Lang (2012) referenced a study by Canabal (I 998)
where "it was found that there was a positive relationship between respondents GPAs
and their degree of participation in the paid labor force ' (The Effects of Employment
para. 3). The study included "8304 students attending 11 colleges in Illinois" (Lang,

2012, The Effects of Employment para. 3).
Employment while in college is not simply a trend that will eventually subside;

.
J"f
d even student perceptions of what
ever-rising tuition and fees, new economic rea 1 1es, an
.
meone would have considered
they now need to survive compared to the items so
.b
the increase in student employment
necessities a couple of decades ago contr1 ute to
.
man individuals now consider mobile
rates. In regards to student perceptions of needs,
Y

8l

dev ices, uch a cel lul ar phones lapto
d b
,
p , an ta lets, to be essential. These items can be
both expen s ive to purchase and maintain Be£
th
·
ore e advent of these devices, students did
not need to spend hundreds or even thousands of d 0 II

.
ars purchasing the products. This is

on ly one exampl e of w hy some students must wok
d h
r , an t ere are several other factors
contributing to the rise in student employment.
No matter the issues related to employment whi.le I
tt
·
·
a so a emptmg to succeed m
college, administrators cannot afford to assume a negative correlation between
employme nt and academic achievement. Although 'an excessive work load ... may
compromise ... academic progress [, and] less study time is associated with lower
learning outcomes and a higher probability of dropping out" (Beerkens, Magi, & Lill,

2011, p. 680), the results of this study prove employed students can succeed and even
ac hieve higher GP As than those students who are unemployed. This being said, assisting
a student w ith securing employment during enrollment should not necessarily be the goal
of institutions. However, targeting the population of unemployed scholarship recipients
for participation in proactive academic intervention programs may prove advantageous
for bolstering retention efforts.
A student's choice to work can be based on reasons other than simply lacking the
necessary resources to pay for college or oth er essent 1·als • Doing so "may provide
d d by the labor market after graduation
necessary wo rk experience that [could] be rewar e
. .
·
twork that [would] help find a job in
[, and] it may also contribute to buildmg a socia 1 ne

•

the future" (Beerken s et al., 2011, p. 681). Kn owmg
should seek opportuniti es to encourage stu d ents

th·1s higher education administrators
'

who are working and develop programs
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geared toward
flexible c la

ucces for these indi viduals A
· great example of this is offering more

tim e and office hours High
d
• . . .
.
er e ucatton mst1tut1ons are offering some of

the most n ex ibl e schedul es poss ible today Con
f
.
·
ven iona 1courses are available at night
and weekend s. Online learning has become a pop I
· c
..
u ar option 1or non-traditional
professional s. There are even hybrid courses for individ

l h d · fl · · ·
·
ua s w o esrre ex1b1hty while

also meeting face-to-face for a number of lecture opportun·t· Th
·
h I
1 1es. ese options s ou d
continue to be offered and promoted as beneficial opportunities for students with
demanding schedules. Faculty member availability is also important and should be
considered when implementing student success initiatives.
If institutions fail to embrace initiatives focused on working students ' successes,
choosing between continuing their educations and providing for themselves and their
fa mil y's immediate needs may be unavoidable. If these individuals elect to drop out of
school , the impact is not solely on the students but the instih1tion as well. The student is
impacted as far as not being able to continue their education and increase marketability.
In stitutions must then employ additional effort and resources towards enrolling new
students to compensate for the financial loss. Beerkens et al. (2011) suggested "a high
drop-out rate [was] wasteful from the perspective of social costs and the costs of
individual students" (p. 680). Schools expend funds to recruit and retain individuals, and,
·

1fa

·
d 111
· an ed uc ation they may never obtain. No
student accepted loans, they mveste

matter if th e student graduates or not, they are

Obl·igat e d

to recompense the borrowed

. b d on attainment of a degree.
funds , without the a id of augmented sa1anes ase
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The primary orientation model of stud

t
en emp 1oyment assumes the intensity of

paid emp loyment on ly matters when it coincides w 1·th d. •
.
a ismterest m academics As such
.

the ex pectation is th at motivated students are gen

II

'

bl

.
era Y a e to balance paid work and

their scho lastic respon s ibilities (Lang 2012 Two M d 1 f S d
.
,
,
o e s o tu ent, para. 1). Imagme a
student w ho is motivated towards being successful and e

·
d
arnmg a egree and one who 1s

enrollin g in college to satisfy a parent , friend , or other 1·nd,·v 1·dual . Th e d nven
·
·
stud ent 1s
more like ly to consistently complete school in a timely manner, earn good grades, and
dev ise successful alternatives when situations do not work out as planned. If employed,
they may also be more inclined to both work and still satisfy all academic
responsibilities. This is essentially what the primary orientation model suggests when
trying to dete1mine how effective paid employment will be for various students. There
are scenarios where inspiration level may be the only difference between a successful and
unsuccessful student. University administrators should not neglect employing programs
geared towards motivating students. These initiatives could serve purposes as
straightforward as describing opportunities for employment after graduation or high
impact practices such as study abroad programs or undergraduate research opportunities.
Students who become more involved in campus life and programs may be more
encouraged to continue working on their academic goals.

Work Ethic. The concept of work ethic places importance on not simply
co mpleting responsibilities but also how peop 1e P

erform tasks The principle proposes
·

.
. d triously completing duties should be
that performing work we ll 1s honorable and m us
.
. .
im ortant topic to review when
something everyone strives to achieve. This is an P
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attempting to un de rstand the results of the stud

C
.
y. one1udmg employed students earned

higher TELS G P As than the ir unemployed count
their best to determine why these data ware true

·

rt •

.

erpa s is not sufficient; leaders must do

unt'l1 admm1strators
• •
.
detennme the

reasonin g behind th e higher average GPAs they cann t f~ ·
.
,
o e 1ect1ve1y assist the
underperfo rming students. The determination could be that se

1f: ·t
·b
vera ac ors contn ute to

the students' successes. Some of these factors may be associated with how colleges and
uni versiti es help individuals transition to a higher education setting. However, there
could also be contributing aspects more sociological or psychological in nature.
Although the results of the study establish more successful students were
employed, it cannot be detennined if the students were considered excellent employees.
No matter this limitation, beneficial principles people can acquire while employed, exist.
These ethics include being on time to work and remaining at work for the time period
required, ensuring deadlines are not exceeded, developing integrity and becoming
someone who can be trusted by colleagues, abiding by established procedures, and not
wasting time by communicating unnecessarily but completing assigned tasks (Stulz,
Shu mack, & Fulton-Calkins, 2010). All of these ideas are integral to a student's
experi ence as well. Individuals should strive to attend classes regularly and be in class

· to the begmnmg
· · of lessons. stu dents nee d to manage their time in such a way that
pnor
·
· ds They are expected to adhere to
all work can be completed within mandate d time peno ·
instructors' rul es for classrooms, and they cannot a

fford to waste time and not complete

d these vital principles while the
ass ign ments. Employed students could have 1eame
unempl oyed indi viduals may not have had oppo

rtunities to acquire those lessons.
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A student may have been rai sed in a hou hOId h
se
w ere employment, personal
wea lth, success, or hard work were not valued [f th '
h
. . .
·
1s was t e case, the md1v1dual would
likely fi nd adaptation to an institution of hioher educaf
bl
·
o
ton pro emattc. Faculty and other
admini strators cannot afford to simply teach a student bas 1·
h l 1· ·
dh
C SC 00 po ICleS an ow to
nav igate fin anc ial aid requirements, registration, and other offices associated with
enrollment and graduation. Students in this type of scenario need to learn additional
information, such as time management, budgeting, and stress management, in order to
become efficacious undergraduates. The implication here is that schools should purposely
re view tran sitional courses for freshman or transfer students. This review ensures the
cun-iculum embraces an all-inclusive approach to college transition rather than a
methodology where the student is taught essential items to complete first year activities
without progressing into strategies for success during continued enrollment and beyond
graduation .

College Transition. Transition to a higher education setting was briefly discussed
in relation to retention efforts at an institution. However, the topic should be further
explored in li ght of the study results. Outcomes indicated differences in ACT scores
between high schoolers were not statistically significant, and although statiS t ically

·
·
1 · t fi I high school GP As, the effect of the
significant di ffe rences were 1dent1fied re attve o ma
.
. .
. . ·1 ·t from the results using TELS GPA for
vari ance was small. Thi s 1s a stnking d1ss1m1 an Y
.
. .
This establishes that differences in TELS
students who remained w1thm the same groups.
GP As among students cannot be compare d t

o the students ' high school achievement to

. .
d.ffi rences were present.
exp lain why statisti call y s1gn1ficant 1 e
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Parental influence is a topic integral t0

d
.
un erst andmg how students convert to

co ll ege life. Co uld a student 's choice to not wok b
•
r een attnbutable to excessive parental
support? Were these students victims of helicopter

h
parents w o could no longer be as

in vo lved in a college environment where their childre
· ·fi
•
·
n were s1gm 1cant distances from
them? These are both questions relative to the matter of pare t I ·
1
·
n a mvo vement as it re 1ates
to co ll ege adaptation.
independence is an important aspect of college life and learning how to become
producti ve members of society. College administrators and other employees may be
quick to encourage student independence, but this factor could also contribute to failure.
This statement is not to suggest independence is not imperative and that it should not be
expected for a college student to perform tasks on their own. Yet, during the transitioning
period when students are moving from high school environments where they were
nurtured by family or friends to atmospheres where they are expected to perform tasks on
their own and learn how to maneuver difficult situations, encouraging parental
involvement on even a minimal level may be useful. Utilizing "orientation programs as
venues to develop clear channels of communication with parents and families, educate
them on campus resources, and provide information about campus contacts and
·
· disclosure pohc1es
· · sue h as t h e Fam1·1 Y Educational Rights and Privacy Act"
mformation
(Kiyama et al. , 2015, p. 32) can be a strategic practice.
"
b tt r support students if they are
Some literature suggests parents can e e
. s and can refer students accordingly"
knowledgeable of campus resources and service ,
. t I ave home and pursue an
(Kiyama et a l. , 2015, p. 33). A student's ch mce O e
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undergradu ate degree does not imply he or shed
relation ship w ith their parents. They will und

0

.
not continue to share strong

bt di !'
.
.
ou e Y 1 oster new relationships at

in stitution s, but they will likely still rely on the·
,
ir parents , or some other individuals'

'
experi ences to assist them when issues arise Effe t·
•
.
·
c 1ve parental mfonnat1onal sessions
can ensure these individuals possess the resources n

•
•
ecessary to assist their students when

they may not be comfortable seeking the guidance of university personnel or fail to
realize who to contact.
Another important aspect of parental involvement relates to underrepresented
students. Minorities, low-income, or first generation students may be less likely to be
successful in a college environment. Guaranteeing the involvement of these students '
families can result in higher student success rates (Kiyama et al. , 2015). It is likely many
of these persons would have never attended college and will be as unfamiliar, if not more
so, with higher education policies and procedures than their students. Knowledge of
practices can help families feel more comfortable with a student's choice to attend
college and the family member's ability to offer support to the student. Imagine how
difficult staying enrolled could be for someone whose parent, guardian or other mentor
suggests college is unimportant or not worth the work required in comparison to a student
with a knowledgeable support system able to encourage continued enrollment. Increasing
· a Iso essen f1al to receiving the maximum
the retention of underrepresented students 1s
b d funding methodology currently
amount of funding possible under the outcomes ase
em ployed within Tennessee (THEC, 2010).
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Thi infonn ation in vo lve

d 1·
b
a e tcate alance between safeguarding student

independence and fos tering stron g parental or guardi·a

k
.
n support networ s to mcrease

ind iv idua l res ili ence. University staff and leaders must be prepared to deal with the
demands of promoting such a setting. The process of transitioning to a higher education
en ironme nt cannot neg lect the involvement of individuals associated with the student. It
is not onl y important to gamer an excellent support network within the confines of the
school but al so fully encompass families. This process may involve rethinking how
parents and others are involved in orientation programs, considering how students and
parents are informed ofreleases of information in accordance with FERPA requirements,
and how parents and those close to students are involved in future events. Leaders may
elect to develop parent relation programs working within the information disclosure
limitations established by the FERP A or webpages, focused specifically on parents, to
share important infom1ation .

If students are doing well in high school and performing at relatively the same
academic level , what can be attributing to the statistically significant differences in
coll ege? An swering this question requires continued research.

Future Research
Impact of Grit. This study determined which APSU students lost Lottery
·11 unanswered questions. One of the most
scholarship eli gibility. However, there are stt
.
.
from these groups did not achieve the same
obvious of th ose questions 1s why students
leve l of success as the ir peers. Althoug h s

everal reasons could exist, studying

.
.
.
elucidate causes contributing to
characteri stics associated w ith gnt may
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underperformance. Grit is essentially someone' d t
• .
.
s e ermmatton to achieve goals when
experi encing adversities or obstacles. APSU has b
.
.
een co 11 ectmg gnt data for two years. A
researcher could utili ze the data from this study al

·h h
.
ong wit t e gnt records to determine if

statisticall y significant interactions exist.

Choice of Major. All degree programs are not synony

d
·
·
mous an reqmre varymg

courses. Certain majors may entail classes considered more challenging than others. For
in stance, a student who is not a science major may fulfill a core science requirement by
completing a biology course intentionally developed for individuals who are not pursuing
a degree associated with scientific disciplines. In contrast, a student who selected
chemistry as his or her major, would need to successfully complete progressively
demanding science courses. It was not within the scope of this study to research the
majors of students included in the sample. Building upon this research, a person could
determine which degree programs individuals were admitted to and first year courses
they enrolled in. The determination could be that a student's major or choice of course
schedule resulted in higher or lower academic achievement.

D-Grades, F-Grades, or Withdrawal (DFW) Rates. Reviewing students'
choices of schedules leads to including courses with high DFW rates in future research. A
· how many h.1gh DFW rate courses each student registered for
researcher could identify
per term. The number of registered courses cou Id th en be compared to information in the
d
formed were more or less likely to
current study to determine if students who un erper
.
. ital to student success. Additional
enroll in these courses. Excellent advisement is v
. .
. .
t interaction between courses with high
research may discover a stat1st1cally s1gmfican
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OFW rates and students be lon ging to ~oups d t
·
o
e ermined to not maintain TELS eligibility.
If so, an initiative could be developed where ad ·
.
visement mcluded intentionally
suggesting semester schedules with the potential t 0

Number of Hours Worked and T

ype o

fE

·
resu 1t m more successful outcomes.

mployment. Previous studies have

provided evidence supporting employment as a positive aspect of college life. A study
conducted by Gary Pike, George Kuh, and Ryan Massa-McKinley (2008) indicated a
negati ve relationship existed between students' grades and working in excess of 20 hours
a week. However, students working a maximum of 20 hours weekly were more likely to
obtain adequate grades and engage in campus life. At Austin Peay State University, all
Federal Work Study students are limited to 20 work hours each week classes are in
session. This rule was established, in part, to ensure students could earn wages to assist
with expenses without negatively impacting academic studies. This study used income
data to detennine if students earned wages during the academic year they were initially
enrolled and received the Lottery scholarship. Employment status was determined to be
employed if wages existed for the student or unemployed if they did not. This type of
determination limits the researcher to only identifying employment status based on
reported income; information pertaining to hours worked was not available.
Therefore, a future study could seek to not only identify employment status but

·1 th tudent was enrolled in college. A
al so how many hours were worked wee kl y w hI e e s
.
..
.
d
Th 1·s type of study can help researchers
questionnaire could be ut1hzed to obtam the ata.
.
.
. t between the number of hours worked
determine if positive or negative correlations exis
din of the study' s employment
per week and T ELS GP A s leading to a better und erSt an g
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dynamic. For in tance, if tudent

h
w o reported working less hours earned higher TELS

GPA s than student reporting more hours worked this would
k.
'
suggest wor mg fewer
hours may be a more positive choice Less work h
·
ours may correlate to additional
opportuniti es to study and complete assignments A
·
•
· quest10nna1re could also be
di stributed to identify the type of income received St d t
h
· u en s may ave reported
sc holarship monies as income, worked in a Federal Work Stud fu d d
··
y n e pos1tion, or been
employed at a business outside the university • The type of empl oyment cou Id impact
·
students' academic achievement levels. Such a study could help researchers determine if
Federal Work Study students are more successful than individuals working in positions
not directly connected to an institution.

Retention. Due to the importance ofretention for not only determining state
funding levels but the overall success and reputation of an institution, research should be
conducted to determine how many students included in the study remained enrolled after
their first year and eventually graduated. Graduation rates would not be available for
students included in more recent academic years, but some students included in the study
may have already earned degrees. Identifying enrollment trends according to award types
can further narrow the population of students most at-risk of losing scholarship eligibility
or not persisting. The more precise the population, the better administrators can target
indi viduals to include in operative programs and allocate appropriate funding for th e
initiatives.
other people associated with a
Parental Involvement. Involvement o f paren ts or
.
f the student's college experience. In
student has been established as an 11nportant aspect 0
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order to not m ere ly make conj ectures related t

.
o parental mvolvement and the students

included in the tudy, the undenrraduates could b
o

e surveyed to determine how involved

parents we re durin g hi g h school and college enroll

ment.

determine if students who reported high levels ofpa

Th

e researcher could then

t 1·
. . .
ren a mvo 1vement while m high

school but low involvement during college were more

Or

1
ful h
ess success
t an other

groups. Thi s type of study would provide administrators with data to determine if
investment in parental orientations would be worthwhile.

Mentorship and Intervention Programs. O'Keefe (2013) believed that
"developing a 'sense of belonging' was critical to the success of college students,
particularly for the retention of students who were considered to be at risk ofnoncornpletion" (The Disconnection of Students, para. 1). A mentorship opportunity may be
an excellent example of a method for helping students become more connected. Mentors
would either be faculty or staff who were familiar with campus. Their knowledge would
be shared with these students, and the information provided could help the individuals
feel more comfortable participating in campus events or ensure they know who or what
office to communicate with when experiencing an issue.
Bernier, Larose, and Soucy (2005) were interested in academic mentoring and
studied the relationships between mentors and mentees. The researchers cited Tinto as
"suggest[ ing] that although students' academic and socio-emotional predispositions
.
.
t f th e factors depends upon the quality
influence their adjustment to college, the 1mpac O
es
of students' interactions with other members of the college community" (Bernier, Larose,

& So ucy, 2005 , p .30). Bernier, Larose, and Soucy (

2005) indicated that "Tinto further
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ugge t[ ed] that fac ulty me mbers, who represen h . . . . ,
t t e mst1tut1on s rules and values, [were]
especia ll y dete rminant in students' adjustment t th • . .
o e mst1tut1on" (p . 30). This information
is not onl y ass um ed . In fact, " empirical research h
that informal contacts (o utside the classroom) bet

as supported these claims by showing

ween co 11 ege students and faculty have

a positi ve impact on students ' academic performance

t· f: ·
•
, sa 1s action with college life,

retention , and education and career goals" (Bernier et al. 2005
)
'
'p. 30 .
Pan , Guo, Alikonis, and Bai (2008) studied the effectiveness of intervention
programs to determine if programs created to assist students who were underachieving
really facilitated student success. The study found that intervention programs did have a
statistically significant impact on increasing student success, but the level of impact
between programs varied significantly (Pan, Guo, Alikonis, & Bai, 2008). No matter the
fact that the programs' effectiveness varied, they were all operative. This information
supported creating proactive programs focused on intervening to assist students before
they found themselves in scenarios where they already failed to maintain standards. Such
a mentorship program could be developed and used as the basis for future research.

Timing of Mentorship Program Implementation. Answering the question of
whether or not to implement a mentorship program and determining who should
participate in the initiative can be achieved by studying available data. Yet, even if these
concerns are resolved , a researcher must still consider the timing of a program's
.
d. d th
biect of college retention
execution. Turner and Thompson (2014) stu 1e
e su J

.

•ct

ini tiatives created to affect freshmen students consi ere
generation .

d to be part of the millennial
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As part of their tudy, the researchers determined that "the first year of college
was critica l to educational persistence and retention" (T
& Th
.
urner
ompson, 2014,
Bac kgro und section, para. l ). This information is enlightening

h
·d ·
w en cons1 enng a 1arge

percentage of Tennessee HOPE Scholarship losses take place at a student's first 24
attempted credit hours benchmark. This benchmark is usually met at the conclusion of a
freshman ' s initial spring semester, as long as they attended courses during the fall.
Therefore, studies agree that the first year of college enrollment is the most important
time period to attempt to mentor or provide other types of support to students. This makes
sense, since this is a time of transition for many students where they are trying to adapt to
new smToundings and determine their future goals. Turner and Thompson's (2014) study
mentioned that there were already a number of colleges that have "creat[ ed] some form of
freshman support systems to engage the new learners" (Background section, para. 8). A
Tennessee HOPE Scholarship mentorship program could be developed as an extension of
an already operational freshmen transition program at APSU.
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AUSTINPEAYSTATEUNIYERSITY
INSTlTUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD
D.a~: 11/6/2015
RE 15-053: The Academic Success of Lottery Scholanlup Recipients Relative to Initial
Eligibility, Housing Status, Employment, and Gender

Dear Johna.than Button,
We appreriate your cooperation with the human research review process. This JetRs- is 1o infmm
you that study 15-053 has been reviewed o n ~ level. It B my pleasne to inform }"JU that
youc study has been approved, and meets the criteria for exemp from further re.view. &eq,tioa
is granted on the basis of 45 CFR.46.10l(bX4): researcliinvolves onlytbe collecti011andstudy
of existing data that will be provided to 1be PI as de-identified data (individoa,1 identifiable data
will not be collected or reported). You are free to conduct the study at this time.
This approval is subject to APSU Policies and Prooedur'es goveming human subject ese.acb..
The IRB reserves the right to withdnw appo..al ifumesolved issues are raised during the imew
period. Any changes or deviations from the approved pcotocol must be submitted in writing to
the IRB for fut1b.er review and approval before c,v,tiouing Changes in the protocol could chaage
the exempt status and would require further- review but the IRB.

This approval is fur ooe calendar ~ and a closed study report or request ~ c:,. w■lia11-ia,g.review
is required o.n or before the expiration date., 11/6/2016. If you have any ~om ex reqmre
further information, you can contact me byphooe (931-221--6106) or email
(meyh.erdo@lapsu.edu).

Sincerely,

Omie Shepherd, Ph. D. Chair, APIRB

Cc: Dr. John McCoonell

